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Reply to the comments of Referee #1 (F. Livio) 
REVIEWER: 
General comments 
Boncio et al. propose a statistical analysis of the surface rupture distribution and an evaluation of the most prob-
able width of surface rupture, occurring during thrust earthquakes. This approach, used for probabilistic fault 
hazard assessment of distributed faults, is a well-established practice previously performed mainly using strike 
slip and normal faults datasets. A systematic data review for thrust faults alone was still lacking in literature 
(partially made on Japanese earthquakes) a thus this work present a novelty aspect that must be considered. The 
approach is similar to previous studies and no particularly innovations have been proposed from the methodo-
logical point of view. An adequate discussion on fold-related faults (i.e., flexural slip faults and bending-moment 
faults) has been introduced even if I would have found interesting a statistical approach also on these structures 
(see below) – even to exclude that a PDF can be invoked for their distribution in space. In summary, I found this 
work a first interesting (and necessary) review of some well-documented case studies of thrust surface faulting. 
These observations are resulting in a first proposal of setback distances from fault traces, that should be taken 
into considerations for siting purposes and by public administrations providing guidelines for land-planning. 
Nevertheless, some major revisions should be made. In the following, some specific scientific issues are opened 
to the discussion (Specific Comments) and several notes are made (technical corrections). 
Scientific Comments 

1) Firstly, I strongly suggest the Authors to add as supplementary Material the georeferenced maps they 
used. Ideally, the trace of the main and distributed faults could be provided, as georeferenced shapefiles 
or .kmz files. This could provide the original datasets that can be used by other scientists for further 
analysis, data checking etc. and it is one of the main objective of this kind of “data mining” papers. At 
the moment, no further inspection on the used dataset can be made and this is one of the major faults of 
the paper in the present form. 

2) A note on the methodological approach used for measuring distances. The approach depicted in Figure 1 
could result in some biased measurements In fact, it is depending on the azimuth of the main fault strike, 
in turn derived from the chosen fault tips, fault segmentation etc. This is working well for distributed 
fault striking parallel to the main one but can be misleading for non-parallel faults. Why not to use a 
GRID-based approach (like in Petersen al. or in Youngs et al.)? This would also assure data comparison 
with previous works. 

3) At lines 167 – 173 some characteristics of the bending moment faults (BMF), significantly contributing in 
widening the WRZ, are described. Regarding this point, wavelenght of the thrust-related fold can be con-
sidered in order to recognized distant ruptures due to BMF but has not to be taken alone: these second-
ary structures a more related to hinge zones (and thus geometric characteristics of the fold i.e., curvature 
of the fold, thickness of the folded single-layer etc.) than to wavelength alone. Distances proposed to dis-
tinguish between pressure ridge anticline vs larger scale structures are just cutoff distance not discussed 
in their significance. Moreover, I find hard to distinguish between the two of them at intermediate scale. I 
think that the choice to exclude these structures from a probabilistic analysis can be right but further dis-
cussion or objective criteria are needed in order to correctly hierarchize thrust-related faults. Some at-
tempts can be made considering structurally derived cutoff distances: e.g., depth of the sole of the thrust, 
axial planes (i.e. possible hinge zones) predicted by kink band modeling, etc. In any case, the Authors 
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should provide schematic cross-sections of the considered case studies presenting BMF, so that a direct 
comparison can be made with the schemes in Figure 2. 

4) The best probability density function (PDF) of the distributed faults has been obtained through a com-
mercial software (lines 174-177) but no detailed information is available on the procedure of fitness test-
ing used by the software (a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is cited but no scores are reported). Maybe this in-
formation should be provided as Supplementary Material. A quantitative comparison of the different 
tested PDF should be provided. Did you test only unimodal distribution or also multimodal? Did you 
tried to include also bending-moment and flexural-slip faults and fit the entire dataset with a multimodal 
PDF? Very few people know the Birbaum-Saunders distribution (originally thought to predict the life of 
mechanical parts subject to stress before failure). Some consideration should be made on the chosen 
PDF. I found that the statistical analytics are not well explained in the present form of the text and that 
maybe some other ways of data fitting should have been tested. Lines 185-197 (Figure 4) briefly describe 
the trend of the fitted PDF considering distances corresponding to progressively increasing cumulative 
probabilities of occurrence. Here, a strong statistical approach is lacking in transforming cumulative 
probabilities in distances proposed for setback etc. a qualitative approach is used. The Authors state that 
“90% probability : : :seems to be a reasonable value to cut the outliers” (line 185-186) and “: : :40% 
probability bounds reasonably well the zone where the most of the ruptures occur”. These statements are 
not quantitively constrained. If you use a PDF like the Birbaum-Saunders, that can be characterized by a 
strong skewness and a long right tail, maybe outliers have to be evaluated with cautiousness. Vanegas, L. 
H., Rondón, L. M., & Cysneiros, F. J. A. (2012). Diagnostic procedures in Birnbaum–Saunders nonline-
ar regression models. Computational Statistics & Data Analysis, 56(6), 1662-1680. Provide a review of 
the tests that can be performed of this PDF in order to identify outliers. 

MINOR POINTS 
Lines 88-93: here, a brief summary of the main pertaining references is given. I suggest to add the following 
work: - Takao, M., Annaka, T., Kurita, T., 2013. Application of probabilistic fault displacement hazard analysis 
in Japan. J. Jpn. Assoc. Earthquake Eng. 13 (1), 17–36.  
Line 249: “and parallel to the anticline hinge”; it depends: not e.g., in transpressive settings. 
Line 201: “total width”: do you mean maximum? Or average? 
Line 202: did you tried plotting net slip instead of vertical component? Maybe the median of the width could be 
more clustered. Data on Figure 5 are quite scattered, maybe a bilinear upper bound can be proposed with a flat 
top toward the right. 
Line 204-205: also this part is questionable. If we admit that a positive upper bound can be supposed in the low-
er left of the graph (i.e., less than 200 m) how do you explain this threshold distance? Intercept point to ca. 20 m 
of width, independent from the displacement on the main fault. How do you comment this? It is and expression of 
aleatory uncertainty or rather related to a geologic process? In any case this result is really important! 
Line 252: “first order stiffness of the folded material”. I don’t get the point. What’s a “first order stiffness”? are 
you referring to tensile strength or other mechanical properties of the upper layers? Please, discuss this point or 
rather avoid this sentence that can be misleading. 
Line 268-269: “cold criteria” is not appropriate. Do you mean objective? Threshold values? 
 
TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS 
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Abstract should be considerably shortened. I would put a major stress on the major advances of this work and 
novelty, in the first paragraphs. 
Line 58: put AP Act in refs 
Line 131: suggested change – “: : :faults (type i) are reverse faults: : :” Table 1: indicate also the mapping scale 
of each digitized ma 
Figure 3: should be a little bit improved both in the graphing type and in the format. A vectorial image should 
work best. 
Figure 4: alpha and beta parameters of the chosen PDF are not discussed in the text or in the caption. Some ad-
ditional information should be provided and discussed: e.g.., both hangingwall and footwall datasets show simi-
lar alpha values but different beta (i.e. median) parameters. 
RESPONSE: 
We would like to thank the reviewer for the appropriate comments and very useful suggestions. We considered 
all the comments in the revised version of the manuscript. 
The queries to the scientific comments have been answered separately in the following section. 
All the minor points and technical corrections suggested by the Referee were taken into account. 
 
SCIENTIFIC COMMENTS  
1) Firstly, I strongly suggest the Authors to add as supplementary Material the georeferenced maps they used. 

Ideally, the trace of the main and distributed faults could be provided, as georeferenced shapefiles or .kmz 
files. This could provide the original datasets that can be used by other scientists for further analysis, data 
checking etc. and it is one of the main objective of this kind of “data mining” papers. At the moment, no fur-
ther inspection on the used dataset can be made and this is one of the major faults of the paper in the pre-
sent form. 

RESPONSE: We added electronic supplementary material, consisting in a summary table with all the measured 
data and several maps, one for every earthquake, showing the measurement details and the chosen average strike 
of the main fault. 
 
2) A note on the methodological approach used for measuring distances. The approach depicted in Figure 1 

could result in some biased measurements In fact, it is depending on the azimuth of the main fault strike, in 
turn derived from the chosen fault tips, fault segmentation etc. This is working well for distributed fault 
striking parallel to the main one but can be misleading for non-parallel faults. Why not to use a GRID-based 
approach (like in Petersen al. or in Youngs et al.)? This would also assure data comparison with previous 
works. 

RESPONSE: We think our approach is more detailed than that used by Petersen et al. (2011) (we used closely 
spaced measurements). We will explain better the method in the text. 
In any case, independently from the used method, we need to define the azimuth along which the distance from 
the main fault is measured. One target of the paper is zoning the hazard around a mapped fault. Therefore, we 
need distances from the fault trace. We were careful in defining the measurement azimuth, taking into account 
the variations in strike of the main fault, and avoiding duplication of measurements. The maps added in the auxil-
iary material will help the reader in judging our choices. 
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3) At lines 167 – 173 some characteristics of the bending moment faults (BMF), significantly contributing in 
widening the WRZ, are described. Regarding this point, wavelenght of the thrust-related fold can be consid-
ered in order to recognized distant ruptures due to BMF but has not to be taken alone: these secondary 
structures a more related to hinge zones (and thus geometric characteristics of the fold i.e., curvature of the 
fold, thickness of the folded single-layer etc.) than to wavelength alone. Distances proposed to distinguish 
between pressure ridge anticline vs larger scale structures are just cutoff distance not discussed in their sig-
nificance. Moreover, I find hard to distinguish between the two of them at intermediate scale. I think that the 
choice to exclude these structures from a probabilistic analysis can be right but further discussion or objec-
tive criteria are needed in order to correctly hierarchize thrust-related faults. Some attempts can be made 
considering structurally derived cutoff distances: e.g., depth of the sole of the thrust, axial planes (i.e. possi-
ble hinge zones) predicted by kink band modeling, etc. In any case, the Authors should provide schematic 
cross-sections of the considered case studies presenting BMF, so that a direct comparison can be made with 
the schemes in Figure 2. 

RESPONSE: We analyzed the data both with and without BMF and F-S secondary ruptures (two different PDFs). 
We also differentiated Sympathetic ruptures (Sy). In general, in the revised version of the manuscript we tried to 
discuss more clearly all the points suggested by the Referee. 
 
4) The best probability density function (PDF) of the distributed faults has been obtained through a commer-

cial software (lines 174-177) but no detailed information is available on the procedure of fitness testing used 
by the software (a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is cited but no scores are reported). Maybe this information 
should be provided as Supplementary Material. A quantitative comparison of the different tested PDF 
should be provided. Did you test only unimodal distribution or also multimodal? Did you tried to include al-
so bending-moment and flexural-slip faults and fit the entire dataset with a multimodal PDF? Very few peo-
ple know the Birbaum-Saunders distribution (originally thought to predict the life of mechanical parts sub-
ject to stress before failure). Some consideration should be made on the chosen PDF. I found that the statis-
tical analytics are not well explained in the present form of the text and that maybe some other ways of data 
fitting should have been tested. Lines 185-197 (Figure 4) briefly describe the trend of the fitted PDF consid-
ering distances corresponding to progressively increasing cumulative probabilities of occurrence. Here, a 
strong statistical approach is lacking in transforming cumulative probabilities in distances proposed for set-
back etc. a qualitative approach is used. The Authors state that “90% probability : : :seems to be a reason-
able value to cut the outliers” (line 185-186) and “: : :40% probability bounds reasonably well the zone 
where the most of the ruptures occur”. These statements are not quantitively constrained. If you use a PDF 
like the Birbaum-Saunders, that can be characterized by a strong skewness and a long right tail, maybe out-
liers have to be evaluated with cautiousness. Vanegas, L. H., Rondón, L. M., & Cysneiros, F. J. A. (2012). 
Diagnostic procedures in Birnbaum–Saunders nonlinear regression models. Computational Statistics & Da-
ta Analysis, 56(6), 1662-1680. Provide a review of the tests that can be performed of this PDF in order to 
identify outliers. 

RESPONSE: The aim is to find PDFs only based on their ability to fit the data. In order to find these PDFs in the 
easiest way the possible, we decided to use a commercial software, assuming that the software is working suffi-
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ciently well. We think that a deep statistical analysis of the data is very interesting, but beyond the aim of this pa-
per. 
Concerning the percentiles used for sizing the zones, we acknowledge that they are subjective choices. In the re-
vised version we stated more clearly that these are subjective choices. We think that it is very difficult to define 
really objective criteria. We also think that the reader can accept our suggestions as an “expert judgement” or, 
most importantly, can make its own choice. 
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Reply to the comments of Referee #2 

REVIEWER 

General comments 

The MS represents a substantial contribution to mitigation of surface faulting hazard, which falls into the scope 
of NHESS. The paper uses existing worldwide datasets to propose easily applicable criteria to mitigate the sur-
face displacement hazard that can occur during earthquakes. The authors statistically process worldwide data to 
define “setback” zones as avoidance or warning zones for human occupancy facilities. According to my 
knowledge, this approach is innovative. Usually, statistics on datasets are used in Fault Displacement Hazard for 
deriving prediction equations (probability of rupture, attenuation of displacement with distance), but my feeling 
is that this work is an appropriate and valid way to treat the problem. An interesting outcome is that the statistics 
tend to confirm part of the Italian regulation lines, but on the other hand the results suggest that the avoidance 
should be increased for well-mapped cases. I find the discussion on Bending-Moment and Flexural-Slip ruptures 
a bit disappointing (see below). Also, the proposed conclusion is more an abstract and I would expect some per-
spectives to the work that has been done (see below). The MS is clear and concise; contents are well exposed and 
structured, easy to understand for a wide audience. Figures are good, except the Figure 4 where labels are too 
small. English is clear to me (English is not my native language). Figures are generally relevant, but I wonder if 
the Figure 2 (Scarp classification) is really helpful. I suggest to the authors to include in Supplementary Material 
the rupture maps which would (probably) help the reader to understand some choices about calculation of dis-
tances, definition of “average MF direction”, etc (see below). The title and abstract clearly and unambiguously 
reflect the contents of the paper. The authors use an adequate number and quality of accessible references, from 
which they extract a fair and relevant content. Therefore, I would suggest that Scientific Significance and Quality 
are good and Presentation Quality is very good (even if some minor corrections would improve the MS). To me, 
the MS would be accepted after some revision such as follows. 

MAJOR ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. My first comment concerns the Bending-Moment and Flexural Slip ruptures (distributed deformation fea-
tures). The authors do not consider these in their analysis because “strictly related to the structural setting 
of the area (presence and wavelength of the fold”. I don’t really understand this statement because each 
rupture, its splays, its pattern of surface deformation is somehow related to a specific structural pattern (ge-
ometry of the fault at depth, segmentation, local arrangement of rock packs, etc). Maybe the authors have in 
mind the fact that BM and FS are rather related to Coseismic folding (ductile deformation) during earth-
quake than to Coseismic propagation of the rupture plane to the ground surface? I would suggest to the au-
thors to discuss the way these BM and FS distributed ruptures could be accounted for: this is a critical issue 
for Italy where thrust-related earthquakes usually occur on blind faults and BM and FS on associated fold 
are the actual main hazard. In section 3, line 173, the authors seem to mean that there is a direct relation 
between fold wavelength and location of BM-FS ruptures: this could be a proxy and a way to map and de-
fine “Warning or Susceptible zones” to include them in zoning. In line 245-246, the authors write that the 
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“knowledge of the structural setting of the area help in identifying zones potentially susceptible to BM and 
FS faulting”, then why not suggest that such structural features (active folds associated with a thrust) could 
be defined as “Susceptible Zones”? 

2. My second comment deals with the definition of metrics and the chosen hypotheses to calculate distances be-
tween secondary ruptures and main ruptures. The Figure 1 presents the approach considering a quite sim-
ple case, where the “average MF direction” is easy to infer. It is not clear to me how the authors would 
cope with curved and/or discontinuous ruptures and scarps; at which scale does the average trace is de-
signed? This would change depending on the rupture size (ex. 240 km of Wenchuan vs 15 km of San Fer-
nando). The MS would largely benefit from the inclusion of the rupture maps, so that the reader would un-
derstand the authors’ method and eventually reproduce the method to improve their work in further steps. 
Other questions arise for this point: for instance, how the authors measured the distance of secondary rup-
tures at the tip of the fault, out of the main trace? 

3. Third comment. The results in terms of statistical outcomes are sufficient to support the conclusions (i.e. def-
inition of three different levels of zones). However, I find the section “Conclusions” look like an Abstract. 
They should include some perspective or prospective insights, like for instance: - How to take the BM and 
FS ruptures into account? - Do we need more data to build more robust zoning results? – Would this work 
or compiled database useful in Probabilistic approach of Fault Displacement Hazard Analysis? - Could fu-
ture similar developments be applied to other tectonic and permanent deformation features like folding, tilt-
ing, extensional/compressional strain (see discussions in ANSI/ANS-2.30-2015 Criteria for Assessing Tec-
tonic Surface Fault Rupture and Deformation at Nuclear Facilities)? 

SPECIFIC POINTS 

Replace “associated to” by “associated with” or “related to” 

Lines 50 51 – Define “main fault” and “secondary faulting” 

Line 63 - Ambiguous statement: “The AP act defines a minimum distance (: : :) within which critical facilities 
and structures designed for human occupancy cannot be built”. Delete “Critical facilities” because AP Act is on-
ly for housing. 

Line 68 – Please specify which facilities are concerned by “land management” term: only housing, or also life-
lines, pipelines, storages or other facilities 

Line 73 – The fault zones’ widths vary at different Levels instead of The fault zones vary at different Levels 

Line 82 – Please explain what is decided when the “Susceptible Zone” is defined: Avoidance? 

Line 88 – Rephrase “In general, worldwide the width of the rupture zone : : :” 
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Lines 92 to 95 – Sentence is to be rephrased. Ambiguous sentence: “1: to collect the data from well-studied (: : :) 
earthquakes” is not exactly was has been done. Instead, it is a compilation of surface maps and displacement ob-
servations, not a collection of data (in the field). 

Lines 117 to 129 - after reading the whole paper, I am not really sure that this description of scarp classification 
and related section is useful. What is finally used in the conclusions? The authors may earn space here. 

Lines 135-136 - clarify whether the scarps are described according to the same classification in the references. 
Or is it a re-interpretation based on drawings, map? 

Line 142 – The collected data were instead of The collected data was 

Lines 154 and 155 – The sentence suggests that there is surface geology information in the references: is that the 
case or is this an assumption? 

Line 162 - Subsurface data give indication of the location of an anticline on top of the fault: where are located 
the FS ruptures with respect to this fold? 

Lines 168-169 – “the distribution of the BM faults for the El Asnam earthquake is very similar to the distribution 
of extensional ruptures for the San Fernando earthquake”: please provide an explanation to this surprising 
statement. Is there a similar wavelength of associated fault? So no dependence on magnitude (7.3 against 6.6)? 

Line 182 – Please explain the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (if you decide to mention it), its specificity and the rea-
son why it has been selected. Otherwise, you can skip this information. 

Line 186 – Explain why “the 90% probability (: : :) seems to be a reasonable value to cut the outliers”: for sta-
tistical reasons considering the examined population? Or because its outcome in terms of setback size fits with an 
a priori? 

Line 204 – “the data with BM and FS faults are excluded” instead of “the data with BM and FS faults is exclud-
ed” 

Line 209-210 – “the maximum WRZ, including the secondary ruptures away from the main fault, can be up to 
200 m or wider”: did you explore if there is a relation between this max. width and the earthquake magnitude? 

Lines 221 to 225 – I would suggest to moderate this with the conclusion coming from the MB and FS analysis. In 
cases of verified active folds (related to thrusts), this conclusion should be revised, especially for Italy where 
most of the thrusts are blind (Po Plain) and could cause folding and BM-FS ruptures at the surface as the major 
hazard. 

Line 234 – “Assuming that this relation is robust enough” instead of “Assuming that this relation is real” would 
be better, I think 
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Line 248 – I was wondering if any BM reverse faulting has never been observed in the synclinal axis. This part 
requires more perspective. How can we account for these ruptures? Any recommendation? 

Line 282 – This confirms that the avoidance zone should be larger” would be more appropriate than “This sug-
gests that the avoidance zone should be larger” Table 1 - Why 2014 Nagano earthquake rupture has not been in-
cluded? Figure 1 - There is a different approach for short, intermediate and long secondary ruptures in measur-
ing distance to main fault. Explain please. Caption - Main fault: How is defined main fault? Max. displacement? 
On the map, this “main fault” runs along the base of the scarp I presume. In complex cases like (d), (e), (f), Main 
fault trace is traced along the free face or along the more external topographic bulge? Figure 2 – Explain where 
the Main fault would be mapped on Figure 1 on each case. 

RESPONSE: We would like to thank the reviewer for the appropriate and very useful comments and suggestions. 
We considered all the comments in the revised version of the manuscript. 

The Reviewer’s major issues and recommendations have been replied in the following section. All the specific 
points and minor corrections suggested by the Referee were taken into account. 

 

MAJOR ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. My first comment concerns the Bending-Moment and Flexural Slip ruptures (distributed deformation fea-
tures). The authors do not consider these in their analysis because “strictly related to the structural setting 
of the area (presence and wavelength of the fold”. I don’t really understand this statement because each 
rupture, its splays, its pattern of surface deformation is somehow related to a specific structural pattern (ge-
ometry of the fault at depth, segmentation, local arrangement of rock packs, etc). Maybe the authors have in 
mind the fact that BM and FS are rather related to Coseismic folding (ductile deformation) during earth-
quake than to Coseismic propagation of the rupture plane to the ground surface? I would suggest to the au-
thors to discuss the way these BM and FS distributed ruptures could be accounted for: this is a critical issue 
for Italy where thrust-related earthquakes usually occur on blind faults and BM and FS on associated fold 
are the actual main hazard. In section 3, line 173, the authors seem to mean that there is a direct relation 
between fold wavelength and location of BM-FS ruptures: this could be a proxy and a way to map and de-
fine “Warning or Susceptible zones” to include them in zoning. In line 245-246, the authors write that the 
“knowledge of the structural setting of the area help in identifying zones potentially susceptible to BM and 
FS faulting”, then why not suggest that such structural features (active folds associated with a thrust) could 
be defined as “Susceptible Zones”? 

RESPONSE: We fully understand the Reviewer’s criticism. In fact, the most correct approach for considering 
secondary faulting (particularly ruptures very far from MF) is a difficult task. Basically, our aim in the paper is to 
distinguish, if feasible, secondary ruptures that occur in a rather “systematic” way compared to the main fault 
(i.e., only related to the propagation of the main rupture up to the surface), called “simple thrust ruptures”, from 
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secondary ruptures that can be affected by structural features that are not systematic (large-scale folds, lithology 
of folded rocks, …). We discussed this point more deeply and more clearly. 

Most importantly, we decided to analyze the data both with and without B-M and F-S distributed ruptures (two 
different PDFs), and we discussed the results and the possible implications. We also distinguished sympathetic 
ruptures (Sy). Therefore, we think the paper will be largely improved from this point of view. 

2. My second comment deals with the definition of metrics and the chosen hypotheses to calculate distances be-
tween secondary ruptures and main ruptures. The Figure 1 presents the approach considering a quite sim-
ple case, where the “average MF direction” is easy to infer. It is not clear to me how the authors would 
cope with curved and/or discontinuous ruptures and scarps; at which scale does the average trace is de-
signed? This would change depending on the rupture size (ex. 240 km of Wenchuan vs 15 km of San Fer-
nando). The MS would largely benefit from the inclusion of the rupture maps, so that the reader would un-
derstand the authors’ method and eventually reproduce the method to improve their work in further steps. 
Other questions arise for this point: for instance, how the authors measured the distance of secondary rup-
tures at the tip of the fault, out of the main trace? 

RESPONSE: We have added electronic supplementary material, consisting in a summary table with all the meas-
ured data and several maps, one for every earthquake, showing the measurement details, including the chosen av-
erage strike of the main fault. Moreover, we explained better the method in the text. 

In general, we were careful in defining the average strike of the MF and the measurement azimuths, taking into 
account the variations in strike of the main fault (only first-order, kms-scale strike variations have been consid-
ered), and avoiding duplication of measurements. The maps of the auxiliary material will help the reader in judg-
ing our choices. 

We also added data from the Nagano 2014 earthquake, as suggested.  

3. Third comment. The results in terms of statistical outcomes are sufficient to support the conclusions (i.e. def-
inition of three different levels of zones). However, I find the section “Conclusions” look like an Abstract. 
They should include some perspective or prospective insights, like for instance: - How to take the BM and 
FS ruptures into account? - Do we need more data to build more robust zoning results? – Would this work 
or compiled database useful in Probabilistic approach of Fault Displacement Hazard Analysis? - Could fu-
ture similar developments be applied to other tectonic and permanent deformation features like folding, tilt-
ing, extensional/compressional strain (see discussions in ANSI/ANS-2.30-2015 Criteria for Assessing Tec-
tonic Surface Fault Rupture and Deformation at Nuclear Facilities)? 

RESPONSE: We considered this good suggestion. 
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Width of surface rupture zone for thrust earthquakes. Implications 1 

for earthquake fault zoning. 2 

Paolo Boncio1, Francesca Liberi1, Martina Caldarella1, Fiia C.Nurminen2 3 
1CRUST-DiSPUTer,“G. D’Annunzio” University of Chieti-Pescara, Chieti, I-66100, Italy 4 
2Oulu Mining School, University of Oulu, Oulu, FI-90014, Finland 5 
Correspondence to: Paolo Boncio (paolo.boncio@unich.it) 6 

Abstract. The characteristics of the zones of coseismic surface faulting along thrust faults are analysed in order 7 
to define the criteria for zoning the Surface Fault Rupture Hazard (SFRH) along thrust faults. Normal and strike-8 
slip faults have been deeply studied by other authorsin the past concerning the SFRH, while thrust faults have not 9 
been studied with comparable attention. 10 
Surface faulting data were collected fromcompiled for 10 11 well-studied historic thrust earthquakes occurred 11 
globally (5.4 ≤ M ≤ 7.9). Several different types of coseismic fault scarps characterise the analysed earthquakes, 12 
depending on the topography, fault geometry and near-surface materials (simple and hanging wall collapse 13 
scarps; pressure ridges; fold scarps and thrust or pressure ridges with bending-moment or flexural-slip secondary 14 
faults due to large-scale folding). For all the earthquakes, the distance of secondary distributed ruptures from the 15 
main principal fault rupture (r) and the width of the rupture zone (WRZ) were compiled directly from the litera-16 
ture or measured systematically in GIS-georeferenced published maps. 17 
Overall, surface ruptures can occur up to large distances from the main fault (~750 2,150 m on the footwall and 18 
~1,63,100 m on the hanging wall). Most of them occur on the hanging wall, preferentially in the vicinity of the 19 
main principal fault trace (> 50% at distances <~ 50 250 m). The widest WRZ are recorded where sympathetic 20 
slip (Sy) on distant faults occurs, and/or where bending-moment (B-M) or flexural-slip (F-S) secondary fault rup-21 
tures, associated to with large-scale folds (hundreds of meters to kilometres in wavelength), are present. 22 
A positive relation between the earthquake magnitude and the total WRZ is evident, while a clear correlation be-23 
tween the vertical displacement on the principal fault and the total WRZ is not found. 24 
The distribution of surface ruptures is fitted with probability density functions, in order to define a criterion to 25 
remove outliers (e.g. 90% probability of the cumulative distribution function) and define the zone where the like-26 
lihood of having surface ruptures is the highest. This might help in sizing the zones of SFRH during seismic mi-27 
crozonation (SM) mapping. 28 
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In order to shape zones of SFRH, a very detailed earthquake geologic study of the fault is necessary (the highest 29 
level of SM, i.e., Level 3 SM according to Italian guidelines). In the absence of such a very detailed study (basic 30 
SM, i.e., Level 1 SM of Italian guidelines) a width of ~465 840 m (90% probability from “simple thrust” data-31 
base of distributed ruptures, excluding B-M, F-S and Sy ruptures) seems is suggested to be adequatesufficiently 32 
precautionary. For more detailed level SM, where the fault is carefully mapped, one must consider that the high-33 
est SFRH is concentrated in a narrow zone, ~60 monly 50-70 in width , that should be considered as a fault 34 
avoidance zone (40-50%more than one third of the total distributed ruptures are expected to occur within this 35 
zone). 36 
A broad positive relation between the displacement on the main fault and the total width of the rupture zone is 37 
found only close to the main fault (total WRZ ≤ 60 m). The total WRZ appears to increase with displacement, 38 
from a minimum of nearly 20-30 m for decimetric vertical displacement up to 50-60 m for vertical displacement 39 
close to 2 m. 40 
The fault rupture hazard zones should be asymmetric compared to the trace of the main principal fault. The aver-41 
age footwall to hanging wall ratio (FW: HW) is close to 1:2. 42 
These criteria are applicable to “simple thrust faults” faults, without considering possible B-M or F-S secondary 43 
fault ruptures on due to large-scale foldsfolding, and without considering sympathetic slip on distant faults. Zones 44 
Areas potentially susceptible to B-M or F-S secondary fault ruptures should have their own zones of fault rupture 45 
hazard that can be inferred defined by detailed knowledge of the structural setting of the area (shape, wavelength, 46 
tightnessgeometry, wavelength and lithology of the thrust-related large-scale folds) and by geomorphic evidence 47 
of past secondary faulting. Distant active faults, potentially susceptible to sympathetic triggering, should be 48 
zoned as separate principal faults. 49 
The entire database of distributed ruptures (including B-M, F-S and Sy fault ruptures) can be useful in poorly-50 
known areas, in order to assess the extent of the area within which potential sources of fault displacement hazard 51 
can be present. 52 
The results from this study and the database made available as supplementary material can be used for improving 53 
the attenuation relationships for distributed faulting, with possible applications in probabilistic studies of fault 54 
displacement hazard. 55 
 56 
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1 Introduction 59 

Coseismic surface ruptures during large earthquakes might produce damage to buildings and facilities located on 60 
or close to the trace of the active seismogenic fault. This is known as Surface Fault Rupture Hazard (SFRH), a 61 
localized hazard that could be avoided if a detailed knowledge of the fault characteristics is achieved. The mitiga-62 
tion of SFRH can be faced by strategies of fault zoning and avoidance or, alternatively, by (or together with) 63 
probabilistic estimates of fault displacement hazard (e.g. Youngs et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2011). Both strate-64 
gies need to employ, as accurately as possible, the location of the active fault trace, the expected displacement on 65 
the main principal fault (i.e. principal faulting in Youngs et al., 2003; see below for the definition), the defor-66 
mation close to the main principal fault, and the distribution of secondary other faulting and fracturing away from 67 
it (i.e. distributed faulting in Youngs et al., 2003; see below for the definition). While the general fault geometry 68 
and the expected displacement of the principal fault can be obtained through a detailed geological study and the 69 
application of empirical relationships (e.g. Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), the occurrence of secondary distribut-70 
ed faulting close to and away from the main principal fault rupture is particularly difficult to predict, and only di-71 
rect observations from well-documented case studies may provide insights on how secondary distributed faulting 72 
is expected to occur (e.g. shape and size of rupture zones, attenuation relationships for secondary distributed 73 
faulting). 74 
A reference example of fault zoning strategy for mitigating SFRH is the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning 75 
Act (A-P Act), adopted by the state of California (USA) in 1972 (e.g. Bryant and Hart, 2007). The A-P Act de-76 
fines regulatory zones around active faults (Earthquake Fault Zones, EFZ), within which detailed geologic inves-77 
tigations are required prior to build structures for human occupancy. The boundaries of the EFZ are placed 150-78 
200 m away from the trace of major active faults, or 60 to 90 m away from well-defined minor faults, with excep-79 
tions where faults are complex or not vertical. Moreover, the A-P Act defines a minimum distance of 50 feet (15 80 
m) from the well-defined fault trace within which critical facilities and structures designed for human occupancy 81 
cannot be built (fault setback), unless proven otherwise. Similarly to the setback of the A-P Act, the New Zealand 82 
guidelines for development of land on or close to active faults (Kerr et al., 2003) define a fault avoidance zone to 83 
ensure life safety. Fault avoidance zones on district planning maps will allow a council to restrict development 84 
within the fault avoidance zone and take a risk-based approach to development in built-up areas. The risk-based 85 
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approach combines the key elements of fault recurrence interval, fault complexity and building importance cate-86 
gory. The guidelines recommend a minimum buffer of 20 m either sides of the known fault trace (or the likely 87 
rupture zone), unless detailed fault studies prove that the deformed zone is less than that. 88 
Recently, in Italy the Department for Civil Protection published guidelines for land management in areas affected 89 
by active and capable faults. For the purpose of the guidelines, an active and capable fault is defined as a fault 90 
with demonstrated evidence of surface faulting during the last 40,000 years (Technical Commission for Seismic 91 
Microzonation, 2015; SM Working Group, 2015). The guidelines are a tool for zoning active and capable faults 92 
during seismic microzonation (SM). They also contain a number of recommendations to assist land managers and 93 
planners. The fault zones vary at different Levels of SM. In the basic SM (Level 1 SM according to SM Working 94 
Group, 2015), the active fault is zoned with a wide Warning Zone that is conceptually equivalent to the EFZ of 95 
the A-P Act. The zone should include all the reasonable inferred fault-rupture hazard of both the main principal 96 
fault and other secondary faults, and should account for uncertainties in mapping the fault trace. The guidelines 97 
recommend a width of the Warning Zone to be 400 m. Within the Warning Zone, the most detailed level of SM 98 
(Level 3 SM) is recommended; this should be mandatory before new developmentconstruction. Level 3 SM im-99 
plies a very detailed earthquake geology study of the fault. After completing that study, a new, more accurate 100 
fault zoning is achieved. This includes a 30 m-wide Fault Avoidance Zone around the accurately-defined fault 101 
trace. If some uncertainties persist after Level 3 studies, such as uncertainties about fault trace location or about 102 
the possibility of secondary faulting away from the main principal fault, the guidelines suggest the use of a wider 103 
zone called Susceptible Zone, within which development is restricted. Uncertainties within the Susceptible Zone 104 
can be reduced by additional site-specific investigations. The guidelines recommend a width of the Susceptible 105 
Zone to be 160 m, but the final shape and size of the zone depend on the local geology and the level of accuracy 106 
reached during Level 3 SM studies. Both Fault Avoidance and Susceptible Zones can be asymmetric compared 107 
with the main fault trace, with recommended footwall to hanging wall ratios of 1:4, 1:2 and 1:1 for normal, thrust 108 
and strike-slip faults, respectively. 109 
Shape and width of the zones in the Italian guidelines are based mostly on data from normal faulting earthquakes 110 
(e.g. Boncio et al., 2012). In general, worldwide the width of the rupture zone (WRZ) for the fault displacement 111 
hazard  normalof normal and strike-slip earthquakes faults (e.g. Youngs et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2011) is has 112 
been much more studied than that of for thrust faultsearthquakes. Zhou et al. (2010) analysed the width of the 113 
surface rupture zones of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake focusing on the rupture zone close to the main principal 114 
fault, with implications on the setback distance. However, to our knowledge, a global data collection compilation 115 
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from well-documented surface thrust faulting earthquakes aimed at analysing the characteristics of the WRZ is 116 
lacking in the scientific literature. 117 
The objectives of this work are: 1) to collect thecompile data from well-studied surface faulting thrust earth-118 
quakes globally (we analysed 10 11 earthquakes with magnitudes ranging from 5.4 to 7.9); 2) to analyse statisti-119 
cally the distribution of surface ruptures compared to the main principal fault and the associated WRZ; and 3) to 120 
compare the results with the contemporary Italian guidelines and discuss the implications for earthquake fault 121 
zoning. 122 

2 Methodology 123 

This work analyses the data from 10 11 well-studied historic surface faulting thrust earthquakes occurred world-124 
wide during the last few decades (Table 1). These historic earthquakes range in magnitude (Mw) from 5.4 to 7.9 125 
and belong to different tectonic settings, such as continental collision (Spitak, 1988; Kashmir, 2005; Wenchuan, 126 
2008), fold-and-thrust belt (El Asnam, 1980), oceanic-continental or continental-continental collision in large-127 
scale subduction systems (Chi-Chi, 1999; Nagano, 2014), transform plate boundary (San Fernando, 1971; Coal-128 
inga-Nunez, 1983) and intraplate regions (Marryat Creek, 1986; Tennant Creek, 1988; Killari, 1993). 129 
We compiled from the literature data on both principal and distributed faulting, as defined by Youngs et al. 130 
(2003). Principal faulting is displacement along the main fault responsible for the release of seismic energy dur-131 
ing the earthquake. At the surface, the displacement may occur along a single narrow trace of the principal fault 132 
or within a meters-scale wide fault zone. Distributed faulting is displacement on other faults in the vicinity of the 133 
principal fault rupture. Distributed ruptures are often discontinuous and may occur tens of meters to kilometers 134 
away from the principal fault rupture. Displacement may occur on secondary faults connected with the principal 135 
fault, such as splay faults, or on pre-existing faults structurally unconnected with the main fault (called here sym-136 
pathetic fault ruptures). In particular, fFor the purpose of this work, the following parameters were collected ex-137 
tracted from the literature listed in Table 1: i) displacement (vertical, horizontal and net slip, if available) on the 138 
main principal fault rupture and coordinates of the referred measurement points for strands of the principal fault 139 
having associated distributed ruptures; ii) distance from the main principal fault to the secondary distributed rup-140 
tures (r in Fig. 1), distinguishing between the ones on hanging wall and on footwall; iii) displacement on distrib-141 
uted ruptures secondary faults (if available); iv) width of the rupture zone (WRZ), distinguishing between the 142 
ones on hanging wall and on footwall; and v) scarp type (Fig. 2). 143 
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When available, the surface rupture data was collected compiled directly from the literaturepublished tables (e.g., 144 
Chi-Chi, 1999; Wenchuan, 2008), but in most of the other cases the rupture data was measured from the pub-145 
lished  maps published by the previous authors that were GIS-georeferenced for the purpose of this work. Figure 146 
1 displays the technique used for measuring the distance between the main principal fault rupture (PF) and the 147 
secondary distributed ruptures (DR), which allowed us to sample the rupture zone systematically and in reasona-148 
ble detail. The measurements carried out on the published maps are illustrated in Fig.s S1 to S11 of the online 149 
supplementary material, and the entire compiled database is made available in Table S1. The accuracy of the 150 
measurements depends on the scale of the original maps and on the level of detail reported in the maps (the origi-151 
nal scale of the published maps is reported in the figures of the supplementary material). In this work only de-152 
tailed maps were considered, and uncertain or inferred ruptures were not taken into account. It is important to 153 
specify that the database made available in Table S1 of the supplementary material can be used only for analys-154 
ing distributed faulting. Data on the principal fault rupture are not complete, because the strands of the principal 155 
fault without distributed ruptures were not considered. 156 
In order to distinguish the principal fault rupture from distributed ruptures, all of the following were considered: 157 
1) larger displacement compared to distributed faulting; 2) longer continuity; 3) coincidence or nearly coinci-158 
dence with major tectonic/geomorphologic features, such as the trace of the main fault mapped before the earth-159 
quake on geologic maps. 160 
The distance was measured perpendicularly to the average direction of the principal fault, which was defined by 161 
visual inspection of the published maps, averaging the direction of first-order sections of the principal fault rup-162 
ture (few to several km-long). Particular attention was paid close to variations of the average strike, in order to 163 
avoid duplicate measurements. In some places, the principal fault rupture is discontinuous. In few of those cases, 164 
and only for the purpose of measuring the distance of distributed ruptures from the main fault trace, we drew the 165 
trace of the main geologic fault between nearby discontinuous ruptures by using major tectonic/geomorphologic 166 
features from available maps (inferred trace of the principal geologic fault in Fig.s S1, S2, S8, S9, S10 and S11).  167 
Distributed ruptures were measured every 200 m along-strike the principal fault. In order to prevent that short 168 
ruptures would be missed or under-sampled during measurement, ruptures shorter than 200 m were measured at 169 
the midpoint, and ruptures between 200 and 400 m-long were measured at the midpoint and endpoints (Fig. 1). 170 
Moreover, all the points having displacement information on distributed ruptures were measured. All the points 171 
with displacement values on the principal fault rupture were also measured if distributed ruptures were associated 172 
with that strand of the principal fault. A particular metrics was used for the Sylmar segment of the San Fernando 173 
1971 rupture zone (Fig. S1) where most of the distributed faulting was mapped along roads, resulting in a very 174 
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discontinuous pattern of surface ruptures. In order to have a database of measurements statistically equivalent re-175 
spect to the other studied earthquakes, variable measurement logics were used in order to sample ruptures at dis-176 
tances that equal more or less 200 m (see Fig. S1 for details). 177 
All the distributed ruptures reported in the published maps as of primary (i.e., tectonic) origin were measured. 178 
Only the “Beni Rached” rupture zone of the 1981 El Asnam earthquake (Fig. S2) was not measured. It consists of 179 
normal fault ruptures interpreted to be related to either or both (Yelding et al., 1981; Philip and Meghraoui, 180 
1983): 1) very large gravitational sliding; and 2) surface response of an unconstrained deep tectonic fault also re-181 
sponsible for the 1954 M 6.7 earthquake. Therefore, we avoided measuring the rupture due to the large uncertain-182 
ties concerning its primary origin. 183 
Some distributed ruptures reasonably unconnected with the main seismogenic fault were classified as sympathet-184 
ic fault ruptures (Sy; Figs. S1, S2 and S5). We included in this category a rupture on a pre-existing thrust fault 185 
located more than 2 km in the hanging wall of the Chi-Chi 1999 principal fault rupture, due to its large distance 186 
from the main fault trace compared to all the other distributed ruptures (Tsauton East fault, Fig. S8), but a deep 187 
connection with the main seismogenic fault is possible (Ota et al., 2007a). The accuracy of the measurements de-188 
pends on the scale of the original maps and on the level of detail reported in the maps. In this work only the de-189 
tailed maps were considered, uncertain or inferred ruptures were not taken into account. 190 
The measured ruptures have been classified according to the scarp types illustrated in Fig. 2, alternatively the 191 
scarp type was classified as “Unknown”. Scarp types from “a” to “g” (Fig. 2) follow the scheme proposed by 192 
Philip et al. (1992), integrated with the classification of Yu et al. (2010). Concerning the scarp type, thrust earth-193 
quakes are characterized by a high variability of coseismic scarps due to the complex interaction between faulting 194 
and folding, geometry of the faults, and topography and rheology of the surface materials. The coseismic scarps 195 
can be classified according to the scheme first proposed by Philip et al. (1992) after the 1988 Spitak (Armenia) 196 
earthquake, integrated with the classification of Yu et al. (2010), which includes seven main types of thrust-197 
related fault scarps and related secondary structures (Fig. 2). In case of steeply dipping faults, a simple thrust 198 
scarp in bedrock (type a) or a hanging wall collapse scarp in bedrock or in brittle unconsolidated material (type b) 199 
are produced. In case of low-angle faults and presence of soft-sediment covers, a number ofvarious types of pres-200 
sure ridges (types c to f) can be observed, depending on the displacement, sense of slip and behaviour of near-201 
surface materials. In presence of shallow blind faults, a fault-related fold scarp may be formed (type g). Moreo-202 
ver, in this study also two additional types of thrust scarpsstructural contexts were distinguished, which are char-203 
acterized by the occurrence of bending-moment and flexural-slip secondary fault ruptures (Yeats, 1986), associ-204 
ated with large-scale folds (hundreds of meters to kilometres in wavelength). Both of them these occurred widely 205 
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during the 1980 El Asnam earthquake (Philip and Meghraoui 1983). Bending-moment faults (type h in Fig. 2) are 206 
normal faults that are formed close to the hinge zone of large-scale anticlines (extensional faults at the fold extra-207 
dos in Philip and Meghraoui 1983), while flexural-slip faults (type i) are faults that are formed due to differential 208 
slip along bedding planes on the limbs of a bedrock fold (Yeats, 1986). Similar secondary Bending-moment dis-209 
tributed ruptures associated to with small-scale folds (meters to dozens of meters in wavelength), which form at 210 
the leading edge of the thrust, are not included in these two particular typesbelong to scarp types “c” to “g”.  211 
The measured rupture data has been classified according to the scarp types illustrated in Fig. 2 whenever possi-212 
ble; alternatively, the scarp type was classified as “Unknown”. 213 

3 Width of the Rupture Zone (WRZ): statistical analysis 214 

The most impressive and recurrent measured features are ruptures occurring along pre-existing fault traces and on 215 
the hanging wall, as the result of the reactivation of the main thrust at depth. Secondary structuresDistributed rup-216 
tures are mainly represented by synthetic and antithetic faults, which are parallel to or branching from the main 217 
fault. Fault segmentation and en échelon geometries are common in transfer zones or in oblique-slip earthquakes. 218 
The collected data was analysed in order to evaluate the width of the rupture zone (WRZ), intended as the total 219 
width, measured perpendicularly to the main faultprincipal fault rupture, within which all the secondary distribut-220 
ed ruptures occur. Figure 3 shows frequency distribution histograms of the distance of distributed rupturessec-221 
ondary ruptures from the main principal fault (r) for all the analysed earthquakes. Negative values refer to the 222 
footwall, while positive values refer to the hanging wall. In particular, in Fig. 3a we distinguished the scarps with 223 
bending-moment (B-M), or flexural-slip (F-S) or sympathetic (Sy) secondary fault ruptures from the other types; 224 
in Fig. 3b the scarps without B-M, or F-S or Sy secondary fault ruptures are distinguished by scarp types, and in 225 
Fig. 3c the scarps with B-M, or F-S or Sy secondary fault ruptures are distinguished by earthquake. In general, 226 
although the values span over a large interval (-750-2,150 m to in the footwall; 1,6103,100 m in the hanging 227 
wall), most of them occur in the proximity of the main principal fault and display an asymmetric distribution be-228 
tween hanging wall and footwall. 229 
In Fig. 3b all the data (excluding scarps with B-M, and F-S and Sy faults) are distinguished by scarp type. Simple 230 
Pressure Ridges with narrow WRZ (in green) prevail. Larger WRZ characterizes back-thrust, low-angle and 231 
oblique pressure ridges,  and the relative data, together with those associated to the other pressure ridges (oblique, 232 
back-thrust and low-angle), span over an interval that is larger than for simple thrust scarps (in blue). This im-233 
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plies implying that the main thrust geometry, the local kinematics and the near-surface rheology have a signifi-234 
cant control in strain partitioning with consequences on the WRZ, as expected. 235 
The occurrence of B-M or F-S secondary fault ruptures is strictly related to the structural setting of the earth-236 
quake area. In particular, B-M faults, which are related to the presence of large-scale hanging wall anticlines, 237 
were clearly observed in the El Asnam 1980 (Philip and Meghraoui, 1983) and Kashmir 2005 (southern part of 238 
central segment; Kaneda et al., 2008; Sayab and Khan, 2010) earthquakes. A wide extensional zone (1.8 km-long 239 
in the E-W direction; 1.3 km-wide) formed on the eastern hanging wall side of the Sylmar segment of the San 240 
Fernando 1971 surface rupture. The interpretation of such an extensional zone is not straightforward. Neverthe-241 
less, the presence of a macro-anticline in the hanging wall of the Sylmar fault is indicated by subsurface data 242 
(Mission Hill anticline; Tsutsumi and Yeats, 1999). Though it is not possible to clearly classify these structures as 243 
B-M faults in strict sense, it seems reasonable to interpret them as generic fold-related secondary extensional 244 
faults. Therefore, they were plotted in Fig.s 3a and 3c together with B-M and F-S faults. F-S faults were observed 245 
on the upright limb of a footwall syncline in the El Asnam 1980 earthquake. As shown in Fig. 3a, the B-M and F-246 
S datasets contribute significantly in widening the WRZ and are distributed only on the hanging wall or on the 247 
footwall of the main fault, respectively. Notably, the distribution of the B-M faults for the El Asnam earthquake 248 
is very similar to the distribution of extensional ruptures for the San Fernando earthquake (Fig. 3c). Ruptures 249 
close to the main fault (r < 200 150 m) are due to processes operating in all the other types of scarp types (Fig. 250 
3b), but for larger distances (r > ~300 m) they  the distributed faulting can be affected by other processes such as 251 
related to large-scale folding of a large-scale anticlineor sympathetic reactivation of pre-existing faults (Fig.s 3a 252 
and 3c), contributing significantly in widening the WRZ. with a larger frequency between 300 and 1,000 m from 253 
the main fault. The B-M ruptures for the Kashmir 2005 earthquake are localized in a narrower zone (≤ 200 m) 254 
closer to the main fault, due to the shorter wavelength of the hosting anticline. 255 
In order to analyseFor the analysis of the statistical distribution of “r”, the collected data was fitted with a number 256 
of probability density functions by using the commercial software EasyFitProfessional©V.5.6 257 
(http://www.mathwave.com), which finds the probability distribution that best fits the data and automatically 258 
tests the goodness of the fitting. We decided to analyse both the database without B-M, F-S and Sy ruptures 259 
(called here “simple thrust” distributed ruptures; Fig. 4) and the entire database of distributed ruptures without 260 
filtering (Fig. 5). The aim is to analyse separately: 1) distributed ruptures that can be reasonably related only to 261 
(or preferentially to) the coseismic propagation to the ground surface of the main fault rupture; they are expected 262 
to occur in a rather systematic way compared to the main fault trace; and 2) distributed ruptures that are affected 263 
also by other, non-systematic structural features, mostly related to large-scale coseismic folding. Considering that 264 
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the width of the rupture zone for the scarps with B-M and F-S is strictly related to the structural setting of the ar-265 
ea (presence and wavelength of the fold), in this study only the scarp types without B-M and F-S (called here 266 
“simple thrust ruptures”) were analysed. The aim is to find a criterion for removing the outliers and sizing the 267 
zones within which surface fault ruptures are expected to occur. The hanging wall and footwall data was were fit-268 
ted separately and the results are synthesized in Fig.s 4 and 5, where the best fitting distribution curves and the 269 
cumulative curves, selected by the software according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, are shown. The same 270 
continuous function was found for both the hanging wall and footwall, which is the Birnbaum-Saunders (Fatigue 271 
Life) distribution. 272 
For “simple thrust” distributed ruptures, The the hanging wall data (Figs. 4a and 4b) has a modal value of 5.57.1 273 
m. The 90% probability (0.9 of the cumulative distribution function, HW90) seems to be a reasonable value to 274 
cut off the outliers (flat part of the curves). It corresponds to a distance of ~320 575 m from the main principal 275 
fault. From a visual inspection of the The histogram (Fig. 4b), there is an evident sharp drop of the data approxi-276 
mately at the 35% probability (HW35), corresponding to a distance of ~40 m from the principal fault. shows a 277 
zone close to the main fault, bounded by the 40% probability, where most of the ruptures occur (HW40, corre-278 
sponding to ~30 m from the main fault). A The second sharp drop of the data in the histogram occurs at close to 279 
the 50% probability (HW50, corresponding to ~45 80 m from the main principal fault). Also the 3rd quartile is 280 
shown (HW75), corresponding to a distance of ~140 260 m from the main fault. The widths of the zones for the 281 
different probabilities (90%, 75%, 50% and 4035%) are listed in Table 2a. 282 
The footwall data (Figs. 4c and 4d) has a modal value of the best fitting probability density function of 4 5 m. By 283 
applying the same percentiles used for the hanging wall, a 90% cut off (FW90) was found at a distance of ~145 284 
265 m from the main principal fault. The FW75, FW50 and FW40 FW35 correspond to distances of ~70 120 m, 285 
~25 45 m and ~20 m from the main principal fault, respectively (Table 2a). It is worth noticing that also for the 286 
footwall the 4035% probability corresponds to a sharp drop of the data.bounds reasonably well the zone where 287 
the most of the ruptures occur.  288 
The ratio between the width of the rupture zone on the footwall and the width of the rupture zone on the hanging 289 
wall ranges from 1:1.5 8 to 1:2.2 (Table 2a), and therefore it is always close to 1:2 independently from the used 290 
percentile. 291 
The results of the analysis performed on the entire database of distributed ruptures, including also the more com-292 
plex secondary structures of B-M, F-S and Sy ruptures, is illustrated in Fig. 5 and summarized in Table 2b. As 293 
expected, the WRZ is significantly larger than for “simple thrust” distributed ruptures. The HW90, HW75 and 294 
HW50 correspond to distances of ~1100 m, ~640 m and ~260 m from the principal fault, respectively. For com-295 
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parison with the “simple thrust” distributed ruptures, also the HW35 was calculated (~130 m), but it does not cor-296 
respond with a particular drop of the data in the histogram of Fig. 5b. Instead, a sharp drop is visible at a distance 297 
of ~40 m from the principal fault, as for the “simple thrust” database. In the footwall, the FW90, FW75 and 298 
FW50 correspond to distances of ~720 m, ~330 m and ~125 m from the principal fault, respectively. The FW35 299 
corresponds to a distance of ~65 m, but the sharp drop of the data in the histogram of Fig, 5d is at a distance of 300 
~20 m from the principal fault, as for the “simple thrust” database. 301 
In order to analyse the potential relationships between WRZ and the earthquake size, in Fig. 5 6 the total width of 302 
the rupture zone (WRZ tot = WRZ hanging wall + WRZ footwall) is plotted against the Mw (Fig. 6a) and, for the 303 
subset of data having displacement information, against the vertical displacement (VD) on the principal fault 304 
(Fig. 6b).displacement on the main fault (vertical component, VD) for the subset of data having displacement in-305 
formation. The vertical displacement measured at the ground surface is highly sensitive to the shallow geometry 306 
of the thrust plane. The net displacement along the slip vector is a more appropriate parameter for considering the 307 
size of the displacement at the surface. However, the net displacement is rarely given in the literature, or can be 308 
obtained only by assuming a fault dip, while VD is the most commonly measured parameter. Therefore, we used 309 
VD as a proxy of the amount of surface displacement. In Fig. 6a a positive relation between the total WRZ and 310 
Mw is clear, particularly if sympathetic (Sy) fault ruptures are not considered. In fact, Sy data appear detached 311 
from the other data, suggesting that their occurrence is only partially dependent on the magnitude of the 312 
mainshock. They also depend on the structural features of the area, such as 1) whether or not an active, favoura-313 
bly-oriented fault is present, and 2) its distance from the main seismogenic source. Though a broad positiveA cor-314 
relation between the total WRZ and VD can be speculated, especially if  the data with B-M and F-S faults is ex-315 
cluded, a clear correlation is not obvious (Fig. 5a6b). Even for small values of VD (< 1 m) the total WRZ can be 316 
as wide as hundreds of meters, but a larger number of displacement data is necessary for drawing convincing 317 
conclusions. A possible correlation can be found by zooming in the diagram in the area close to the main fault 318 
(WRZ <200 m, Fig. 5b). Close to the main fault (WRZ < 60 m), the width of the rupture zone appears to have a 319 
nearly linear upper boundary which correlates positively with VD, for VD < ~2 m (dashed line in Fig. 5b). This 320 
suggests that close to the main fault the width of the rupture zone increases with displacement, from a minimum 321 
of nearly 20 m for decimetric VD up to 50-60 m for VD close to 2 m. However, also for VD <2 m, the maximum 322 
WRZ, including the secondary ruptures away from the main fault, can be up to 200 m or wider. 323 
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4 Comparison with Italian guidelines and implications for fault zoning during seismic microzonation 324 

The definition of the WRZ based on the analysis of the data from worldwide thrust earthquakes can support the 325 
evaluation and mitigation of SFRH. The values reported in Table 2 can be used for shaping and sizing fault zones 326 
(e.g. Warning or Susceptible Zones in the Italian guidelines; Earthquake Fault Zones in the A-P Act) and avoid-327 
ance zones around the trace of active thrust faults (Table 3). 328 
A first question that needs to be answered is which set of data between “simple thrust” distributed ruptures (Fig. 329 
4; Table 2a) and all distributed ruptures (Fig. 5, Table 2b) is the most appropriate to be used for sizing the fault 330 
zones. The answer is not easy and implicates some subjective choices. In Table 3 we suggest using the results 331 
from “simple thrust” distributed ruptures. The results from all distributed ruptures can be used in areas with poor 332 
geologic knowledge, in order to assess the extent of the area within which potential sources of fault displacement 333 
hazard can be present. Our choices result from the following line of reasoning: 334 
1) The data analysed in this work are from brittle rupture of the ground surface. The measured distributed rup-335 
tures are always associated with surface faulting on the principal fault. Therefore, the results can be used for zon-336 
ing the hazard deriving from mechanisms connected with the propagation of the rupture on the main fault plane 337 
up to the surface. Deformations associated with blind thrusting are not analysed. Therefore, the results are not 338 
suitable for zoning ductile tectonic deformations associated with blind thrusting (e.g. folding). Clearly, coseismic 339 
folding occurs both during blind thrusting and surface faulting thrusting. Furthermore, brittle surface ruptures and 340 
other ductile deformations can be strictly connected to each other, making difficult to separate the two compo-341 
nents, but a global analysis of the entire spectrum of permanent tectonic deformation associated to thrust faulting 342 
need additional data not considered here. 343 
2) In most cases, distributed ruptures occur on secondary structures that are small and cannot be recognized be-344 
fore the earthquake, or that only site-specific investigations could distinguish. Fault zones should include the haz-345 
ard from this kind of ruptures. 346 
3) Some secondary faults connected with the principal fault can be sufficiently large to have their own geologic 347 
and geomorphic signature, and can be recognized before the earthquake. Most likely, close to the surface these 348 
structures behave similarly to the principal fault, with their own distributed ruptures. Faults with these character-349 
istics should have their own zone, unless they are included in the principal fault zone. 350 
4) Point 3 also applies to distant large active faults that can undergo sympathetic triggering. They should be 351 
zoned as separate principal faults. Using Sy ruptures for shaping zones of fault rupture hazard would imply dis-352 
tributing the hazard within areas that can be very large (Fig.s 5, 6). The size of the resulting zone would depend 353 
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mostly on the structural setting of the analysed areas (presence or not of the fault, distance from the seismogenic 354 
source) rather than the mechanics which controls distributed faulting in response to principal faulting. 355 
5) B-M and F-S fault ruptures are not always present. Where present, they occur over distances ranging from 356 
hundreds of meters to kilometers (Fig. 3c). In any case, B-M and F-S secondary faults are strictly related to the 357 
structural setting of the area (large-scale folding; fold shape, wavelength and tightness; stiffness of folded strata). 358 
In fact, B-M fault ruptures commonly observed in historical earthquakes are normal faults. B-M normal faults are 359 
expected to occur in the shallowest convex (lengthened) layer of the folded anticline. They can occur only where 360 
the bending stress is tensional, that is the convex side of the folded layer, preferentially close to the crest of the 361 
anticline and parallel to the anticline hinge. F-S faults can rupture the surface where the steeply-dipping limb of a 362 
fold is formed by strata of stiff rocks able to slip along bedding planes (e.g. Fig. 2i). Moreover, it is known that 363 
coseismic B-M or F-S faults often reactivate pre-existing fault scarps (e.g. Yeats, 1986) which might help in zon-364 
ing the associated potential fault rupture hazard before the earthquake. Therefore, knowledge of the structural set-365 
ting of the area can help in identifying zones potentially susceptible to B-M or F-S faulting, which should be 366 
zoned as separate sources of fault rupture hazard. 367 
 368 
In Table 3, the total WRZ from the present study is compared with the sizes of the zones proposed by the Italian 369 
guidelines for SM studies (Technical Commission for Seismic Microzonation, 2015; SM Working Group, 2015). 370 
The values reported in Table 3 table can could be usedconsidered as a proposal for integrating the existing crite-371 
ria. In particular, the total WRZ from “simple thrust” distributed ruptures is used for sizing Warning Zones (Lev-372 
el 1 SM) and Susceptible and Avoidance Zones (Level 3 SM). The total WRZ from all distributed ruptures is 373 
suggested to be used for sizing Warning Zones in areas with poor basic geologic knowledge (Level 1 SM). 374 
The first observation is that the FW:HW ratio proposed by the Italian guidelines is supported by the results of this 375 
study (FW:HW ratio close to 1:2). 376 
Assuming that the 90% probability is a reasonable criterion for cutting the outliers from the analysed population, 377 
the resulting total WRZ (HW + FW) for “simple thrust” distributed ruptures is 465 840 m (560 m on the HW + 378 
280 m on the FW). This width could be used for zoning all the reasonably inferred fault rupture hazard, from 379 
both the main principal fault and secondary distributed faultsruptures, during basic (Level 1) SM studies, which 380 
do not require high-level specific investigations. The obtained value is not verysignificantly different from that 381 
recommended by the Italian guidelines for Level 1 SM (400 m). 382 
The mostA significant evident difference between our proposal and the Italian guidelines concerns also the width 383 
of the zone that should be avoided, due to the very high likelihood of having surface ruptures. Though the entire 384 
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rupture zone could be hundreds of meters wide, 40-50% ofmore than one third of secondary distributed ruptures 385 
are expected to occur within a narrow, 50-760 m m-wide zone. As could be expected, only site-specific paleo-386 
sismologic investigations can quantify the hazard from surface faulting at a specific site. In the absence of such a 387 
detail, and for larger areas (e.g. municipality scale) the fault avoidance zone should be in the order of 50-760 m, 388 
shaped asymmetrically compared to the trace of the main fault (30-4540 m on the HW; 20-25 m on the FW). Fig-389 
ure 5b suggests a positive relation between the displacement on the main fault and the width of the rupture zone 390 
close to the main fault (WRZ ≤ 60 m). Assuming that this relation is real, Fig. 5b suggests that the avoidance 391 
zone should be larger than 20-30 m, even for displacements of a few decimetres. 392 
In Table 3 a width of 210 380 m is proposed for the susceptible zone (Level 3 SM). The choice of defining the 393 
width of the zone as the 3rd quartile (3 out of 4 probability that secondary faulting lies within the zone) is rather 394 
arbitrary. In fact, the width of the susceptible zone should be flexible. Susceptible zones are used only if uncer-395 
tainties remain also after high-level seismic microzonation studies, such as uncertainties on the location of the 396 
main fault trace or about the possibility of secondary faulting away from the main fault. Susceptible zones can 397 
also be used for areas where a not better quantifiable distributed faulting might occur, such as in structurally 398 
complex zones (e.g. stepovers between main fault strands).  399 
It is important to underline that the proposed criteria are applicable only to simple thrust ruptures, without B-M or 400 
F-S faults. B-M and F-S secondary faults are strictly related to the structural setting of the area (large-scale fold-401 
ing). Therefore, knowledge of the structural setting of the area may help in identifying zones potentially suscepti-402 
ble to B-M or F-S faulting. In fact, the B-M surface-ruptures commonly observed in historical earthquakes are 403 
normal faults. B-M normal faults are expected to occur in the shallowest convex (lengthened) layer of the folded 404 
anticline. They can occur only where the bending stress is tensional, that is the convex side of the folded layer, 405 
preferentially close to the crest of the anticline and parallel to the anticline hinge. F-S faults can rupture the sur-406 
face where steeply-dipping limbs of folds associated to the seismogenic thrust, formed by stiff strata able to slip 407 
along bedding planes, intersect the topography (e.g. Fig. 2i). Thus, zones of potential B-M or F-S secondary 408 
faulting can be traced by knowing the geometry and wavelength of the fold and the first order stiffness of the 409 
folded material. Moreover, it is known that coseismic B-M or F-S faults often reactivate pre-existing fault scarps 410 
(e.g. Yeats, 1986) being the geomorphic signature which might help in zoning the associated SFRH. 411 
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5 Conclusions 412 

The distribution of coseismic surface ruptures (distance of distributedsecondary ruptures from the main principal 413 
fault rupture) for 10 11 well-documented historical surface faulting thrust earthquakes (5.4 ≤ M ≤ 7.9) provide 414 
constraints on the general characteristics of the surface rupture zone, with implications for zoning the surface rup-415 
ture hazard along active thrust faults. 416 
Secondary Distributed ruptures can occur up to large distances from the main principal fault (~750 m on the 417 
footwall and ~1,600 m up to ~3,000 m on the hanging wall), but most of them occur within few dozens of meters 418 
from the main principal fault. The distribution of secondary ruptures is asymmetric, with most of them located on 419 
the hanging wall. Coseismic folding of large-scale folds (hundreds of meters to kilometres in wavelength) may 420 
produce bending-moment (B-M) or flexural-slip (F-S) secondary fault ruptures on the hanging wall and footwall, 421 
respectively, widening significantly the rupture zone. Additional widening of the rupture zone can be due to 422 
sympathetic slip on distant active faults (Sy fault ruptures). 423 
The distribution of secondary ruptures for “simple thrust” ruptures (without B-M, and F-S, and Sy fault ruptures) 424 
can be fitted by a continuous probability density function, of the same form for both the hanging wall and foot-425 
wall. This function can be used for removing outliers from the analyzed analysed database (e.g. 90% probability) 426 
and define cold criteria for shaping SFRH zones. These zones can be used during seismic microzonation studies 427 
and can help in integrating existing guidelines. 428 
 The 90% probability of the cumulative distribution function defines a rupture zone of ~320 m-wide on the hang-429 
ing wall and ~145 m-wide on the footwall (total width of ~465 m). This wide zone could be used for zoning 430 
SFRH during basic seismic microzonation studies (i.e. Level 1 SM according to the Italian guidelines), which 431 
typically lack of specific investigations and therefore are characterized by uncertainties on the location of the 432 
main fault and on the occurrence of secondary faulting away from the main fault. 433 
 More than 40-50%one third of the ruptures are expected to occur within a zone of ~60 30-45 m-wide on the 434 
hanging wall and 20-25 m-wide on the footwall (total width being 50-70 m). This narrow zone could be used for 435 
defining the fault avoiding zone during high-level, municipality-scale seismic microzonation studies (i.e. Level 3 436 
SM according to the Italian guidelines). The average FW:HW ratio of the WRZ  is close to 1:2, independently 437 
from the used percentile. 438 
A possible positive relation between the displacement on the main fault and the total width of the rupture zone 439 
(total WRZ) is found only close to the main fault (total WRZ ≤ 60 m). Close to the main fault, the WRZ appears 440 
to increase with displacement, from a minimum of nearly 20-30 m for decimetric vertical displacement (VD) up 441 
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to 50-60 m for VD close to 2 m. This suggests that the avoidance zone should be larger than 20-30 m, even for 442 
displacements of a few decimetres. 443 
The average FW:HW ratio of the WRZ  is close to 1:2, independently from the used percentile. 444 
In addition to the expected rupture zone along the trace of the main thrust, zones potentially susceptible to B-M 445 
or F-S secondary faulting can be inferred identified by detailed knowledge of the structural study setting of the 446 
area (shape, wavelength, tightnessgeometry, wavelength and lithology of the thrust-related large-scale folds) and 447 
by scrutinize possible geomorphic traces of past secondary faulting. Where recognized, these areas should have 448 
their own zones of fault rupture hazard. 449 
The analysis of the entire database of distributed ruptures (Fig. 5) indicates significantly larger rupture zones 450 
compared to the database without B-M, F-S and Sy ruptures. This is due to the combination of processes related 451 
to the propagation up to the surface of the main fault rupture and other processes associated with large-scale co-452 
seismic folding, as well as triggering of distant faults. These data can be useful in poorly-known areas, in order to 453 
assess the extent of the area within which potential sources of fault displacement hazard can be present. 454 
The results from this study, particularly the function obtained in Fig. 4, can be used for improving the attenuation 455 
relationships for distributed faulting with distance from the principal fault, with possible applications in probabil-456 
istic studies of fault displacement hazard (e.g., Youngs et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2011). 457 
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Table 1. Earthquakes used for analysing the width of the rupture zone (WRZ). 671 

 672 
# Kin. (kinematics): R = reverse, LL = left lateral, RL = right lateral. 673 
* SRL = surface rupture length; MD = maximum displacement (vector sum, unless otherwise specified; v = vertical; h = horizontal). 674 
References: 1 = Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; 2 =U.S. Geological Survey Staff, 1971; 3 =Yelding et al., 1981; 4 =Philip and Meghraoui, 675 
1983; 5 =Meghraoui et al 1988; 6 = Rymer et al. 1990; 7 = Fredrich et al., 1988; 8 = Bowman and Barlow, 1991; 9 = Machette et al., 676 
1993; 10 = McCaffrey, 1989; 11 = Crone et al., 1992; 12 = Haessler et al. 1992; 13 = Philip et al. 1992; 14 = Lettis et al., 1997; 15 = 677 
Seeber et al. 1996; 16 = Rajendran et al., 1996; 17 = Wesnousky, 2008; 18 = Shin and Teng, 2001; 19 = Kelson et al., 2001; 20 = Kelson 678 
et al., 2003; 21 = Angelier et al., 2003; 22 = Bilham and Yu, 2000; 23 = Chang and Yang, 2004; 24 = Chen et al., 2000; 25 = Chen et al., 679 
2003; 26 = Faccioli et al., 2008; 27 = Huang et al., 2008; 28 = Huang et al., 2000; 29 = Huang, 2006; 30 = Kawashima, 2002; 31 = Kona-680 
gai et al., 2006; 32 = Lee and Loh, 2000; 33 = Lee et al., 2001; 34 = Lee and Chan, 2007; 35 = Lee et al., 2003; 36 = Lee et al., 2010; 37 = 681 
Lin, 2000; 38 = Ota et al., 2001; 39 = Ota et al., 2007a; 40 = Ota et al., 2007b; 41 = Central Geological Survey, MOEA at 682 
http://gis.moeacgs.gov.tw/gwh/gsb97-1/sys8/index.cfm; 42 = Avouac et al., 2006; 43 = Kaneda et al., 2008; 44 = Kumahara and Nakata, 683 
2007; 45 = Xu et al., 2009; 46 = Liu-Zeng et al., 2009; 47 = Liu-Zeng et al., 2012; 48 = Yu et al., 2009; 49 = Yu et al., 2010; 50 = Zhou et 684 
al., 2010; 51 = Zhang et al., 2013; 52 = Chen et al., 2008; 53 = Dong et al., 2008a; 54 = Dong et al., 2008b; 55 = Liu-Zeng et al., 2010; 56 685 
= Wang et al., 2010; 57 = Xu et al., 2008; 58 = Zhang et al., 2012; 59 = Zhang et al., 2010; 60 = Okada et al., 2015; 61 = Ishimura et al., 686 
2015; 62 = Lin et al., 2015. 687 

688 

Earthquake Date Magnitude Kin. # SRL* 
(km) 

MD* 
(m) 

Depth 
(km) 

References for earthquake 
parameters (a) and WRZ cal-

culation (b) 
1) San Fernando, CA, 
USA 

1971.02.09 Ms 6.5, Mw 6.6 R-LL 16 2.5 8.9 (USGS) a) 1 
b) 2 

2) El Asnam, Algeria 1980.10.10 Ms 7.3, Mw7.1 R 31 6.5 10 (USGS) a) 1 
b) 3, 4, 5 

3) Coalinga (Nunez), 
CA, USA 

1983.06.11 Ms5.4, Mw 5.4 R 3.3 0.64 2.0 (USGS) a) 1 
b) 6 

4) Marryat Creek, Aus-
tralia 

1986.03.30 Ms 5.8, Mw 5.8 R-LL 13 1.3 3.0 a) 1, 7 
b) 8, 9 

5) Tennant Creek, Aus-
tralia 

1988.01.22 
(3 events) 

Ms 6.3, Mw 6.3 
Ms 6.4, Mw 6.4 
Ms 6.7, Mw 6.6 

R 
R-LL 
R 

10.2 
6.7 
16 

1.3 
1.17 
1.9 

2.7 
3.0 
4.2 

a) 1, 10 
b) 11 

6) Spitak, Armenia 1988.12.07 Ms 6.8, Mw 6.8 R-RL 25 2.0 5.0-7.0 a) 1, 12 
b) 13 

7) Killari, India 1993.09.29 Ms 6.4, Mw 6.2 R 5.5 0.5 2.6 a) 14, 15 
b) 15, 16 

8) Chi Chi, Taiwan 1999.09.20 Mw 7.6 R-LL 72 12.7 8.0 a) 17, 18 
b) 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 38, 39, 40, 41 

9) Kashmir, Pakistan 2005.10.08 Mw 7.6 R 70 7.05 (v) <15.0 a) 42, 43 
b) 43, 44 

10) Wenchuan, China 2008.05.12 Mw 7.9 R-RL 240 6.5 (v) 4.9 
(h) 

19.0 
(USGS) 

a) 45 
b) 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 
55, 56, 57, 58, 59 

11) Nagano, Japan 2014.11.22 Mw 6.2 R 9.3 1.5 (v) 4.5 a) 60, 62 
b) 60, 61, 62 Commento [UW10]: New data (see 

comments from Rev. 2) 

http://gis.moeacgs.gov.tw/gwh/gsb97-1/sys8/index.cfm
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Table 2 - Width of the rupture zone (WRZ) on the hanging wall (HW) and on the footwall (FW) and FW to HW ratio 689 
for (a) “simple thrust” distributed ruptures (B-M, F-S and Sy excluded) and (b) all distributed ruptures. 690 
 691 
 692 
 693 
 694 
 695 
 696 
 697 
 698 
 699 
 700 
 701 
 702 
 703 
 704 
 705 
 706 
 707 
 708 
 709 
 710 
 711 
 712 
 713 
 714 
 715 
 716 
 717 
 718 
 719 
 720 
1 Probabilities refer to the cumulative distribution functions of Fig.s 4 and 5. 721 
2 Corresponding to a sharp drop of data in the histograms of Fig. 4, close to the principal fault. 722 
3 Calculated for comparison with “simple thrust” database, but not corresponding to particular drops of data in the histo-723 
grams of Fig. 5. 724 
  725 

(a) Probability1 WRZ HW WRZ FW Total WRZ FW:HW 

 90% 575 m 265 m 840 m 1:2.2 

75% 260 m 120 m 380 m 1:2.2 

50% 80 m 45 m 125 m 1:1.8 

35%2 40 m 20 m 60 m 1:2 

(b) Probability1 WRZ HW WRZ FW Total WRZ FW:HW 

 90% 1100 m 720 m 1820 m 1:1.5 

75% 640 m 330 m 970 m 1:1.9 

50% 260 m 125 m 385 m 1:2.1 

35%3 130 m 65 m 195 m 1:2 

Commento [UW11]: New table (see 
comments from Rev.s 1 and 2) 
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Table 3 Comparison between fault zone size from Italian guidelines and the Width of the Rupture Zone (WRZ) from 726 
the present study (proposal for integrating fault zoning for thrust faults). PF = principal fault rupture; DR = distrib-727 
uted ruptures; SFRH = surface fault rupture hazard. 728 

ZONE1 Seismic Micro-
zonation2 

Italian 
guidelines 

Proposed widths of zones 
from total WRZ 

(from “simple thrust” DR3) 

Total WRZ from 
all DR 

(including B-M, F-
S and Sy) 

FW:HW5 

 
Warning Zone 
(Zona di atten-

zione, ZA) 

Basic 
(Level 1) 

400 m 
 

(FW:HW 
= 1:2) 

 
> 380 m 

(minimum; 75% prob.) 
 

to 840 m 
(recommended; 90% prob., all 
the reasonably inferred hazard 

from PF and DR) 

 
1800 m 

(90% prob., appli-
cable in poorly-

known areas for as-
sessing the extent 

of potential SFRH) 

1:2 

Avoidance Zo-
ne 

(Zona di rispet-
to, ZR) 

 
High-level 
(Level 3) 

30 m 
 

(FW:HW 
= 1:2) 

60 m 
(35% prob.4, very high hazard) 

 

1:2 

Susceptible Zo-
ne 

(Zona di suscet-
tibilità, ZS) 

 
High-level 
(Level 3) 

160 m 
 

(FW:HW 
= 1:2) 

 
Variable 

(depending on the detail of 
Level 3 MS and structural 

complexity) 
 

380 m 
(in the absence of particular 
constraints; 75% prob., pre-

cautionary) 

1:2 

 729 
1 The original names of zones in the Italian guidelines (in Italian) are in italics. 730 
2 Different levels of Seismic Microzonation refer to SM Working Group (2015). 731 
3 B-M, F-S and Sy fault ruptures are not included. 732 
4 Corresponding to a sharp drop of data in the histograms of Fig. 4. 733 
5 The computed values (Table 2) have been simplified to 1:2. 734 
 735 
  736 
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 737 
Figure 1 Sketch synthesizing the methodology used for measuring the “r” and WRZ data. Distance between the 738 
principal fault rupture and distributed rupture is measured along the line perpendicular to the auxiliary line indi-739 
cating the average direction of the principal fault, always between the faults. Points with displacement values are 740 
prioritised at the expense of the 200 m metrics (the closest measurement point) when reasonable, in order to 741 
avoid over measuring. 742 
  743 

Commento [UW12]: Update figure. 
Comment 2 of Rev. 1 
Comment 2 of Rev. 2 
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 744 

 745 
Figure 2 Scarp type classification (modified after Philip et al., 1992 and Yu et al., 2010). The scarp types h) and 746 
i) are associated with large-scale folds (hundreds of meters to kilometres in wavelength) and are from Philip and 747 
Meghraoui (1983). 748 
  749 
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 750 
Figure 3 a) Frequency distribution histogram of the distributed ruptures distance (r) from the principal fault rup-751 
ture (PF) for the earthquakes reported in Table 1. The positive and negative values refer to the data on the hang-752 
ing wall and the footwall, respectively; b) Frequency distribution curves of each scarp type excluding those asso-753 
ciated with B-M, F-S and Sy fault ruptures (types h and i of Fig. 2 and sympathetic slip triggered on distant 754 
faults); c) Frequency distribution curves of the B-M, F-S and Sy fault ruptures distinguished by earthquakes (the 755 
Sylmar segment extensional zone of the San Fernando 1971 earthquake rupture is included into the B-M fault 756 
ruptures). 757 
  758 

Commento [UW13]: Updated figure 
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 759 
Figure 4 Cumulative distribution function and probability density function of the rupture distance (r) from the PF 760 
for the hanging wall (a and b, respectively) and the footwall (b and c, respectively) of the PF. Only the scarp 761 
types without associated B-M, F-S or sympathetic fault ruptures (“simple thrust” distributed ruptures) were ana-762 
lysed. The 35% probability (HW35) is indicated because it corresponds to sharp drop of the data in the histo-763 
grams.  764 Commento [UW14]: Updated figure 
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 765 
Figure 5 Cumulative distribution function and probability density function of the rupture distance (r) from the PF 766 
for the hanging wall (a and b, respectively) and the footwall (c and d, respectively) of the PF. All types of distrib-767 
uted ruptures were considered. The 35% probability (HW35) is indicated for comparison with “simple thrust” da-768 
tabase (Fig. 4), but it does not correspond to particular drops of the data in the histograms. 769 
  770 

Commento [UW15]: New figure. 
Comment 3 of Rev. 1 
Comment 1 of Rev. 2 
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 771 
Figure 6 a) Diagram plotting the total WRZ (WRZtot = WRZ hanging wall + WRZ footwall) against (a) the 772 
earthquake magnitude (Mw) and (b) the vertical displacement (VD) on the principal fault. 773 
 774 

Commento [UW16]: Modified figure. 
Comments from Rev.s 1 and 2 
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Abstract. The characteristics of the zones of coseismic surface faulting along thrust faults are analysed in order 7 
to define the criteria for zoning the Surface Fault Rupture Hazard (SFRH) along thrust faults. Normal and strike-8 
slip faults have been deeply studied by other authorsin the past concerning the SFRH, while thrust faults have not 9 
been studied with comparable attention. 10 
Surface faulting data were collected from 10 11 well-studied historic thrust earthquakes occurred globally (5.4 ≤ 11 
M ≤ 7.9). Several different types of coseismic fault scarps characterise the analysed earthquakes, depending on 12 
the topography, fault geometry and near-surface materials (simple and hanging wall collapse scarps; pressure 13 
ridges; fold scarps and thrust or pressure ridges with bending-moment or flexural-slip secondary faults due to 14 
large-scale folding). For all the earthquakes, the distance of secondary distributed ruptures from the main princi-15 
pal fault rupture (r) and the width of the rupture zone (WRZ) were compiled directly from the literature or meas-16 
ured systematically in GIS-georeferenced published maps. 17 
Overall, surface ruptures can occur up to large distances from the main fault (~750 2,150 m on the footwall and 18 
~1,63,100 m on the hanging wall). Most of them occur on the hanging wall, preferentially in the vicinity of the 19 
main principal fault trace (> 50% at distances <~ 50 250 m). The widest WRZ are recorded where sympathetic 20 
slip (Sy) on distant faults occurs, and/or where bending-moment (B-M) or flexural-slip (F-S) secondary fault rup-21 
tures, associated to with large-scale folds (hundreds of meters to kilometres in wavelength), are present. 22 
A positive relation between the earthquake magnitude and the total WRZ is evident, while a clear correlation be-23 
tween the vertical displacement on the principal fault and the total WRZ is not found. 24 
The distribution of surface ruptures is fitted with probability density functions, in order to define a criterion to 25 
remove outliers (e.g. 90% probability of the cumulative distribution function) and define the zone where the like-26 
lihood of having surface ruptures is the highest. This might help in sizing the zones of SFRH during seismic mi-27 
crozonation (SM) mapping. 28 
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In order to shape zones of SFRH, a very detailed earthquake geologic study of the fault is necessary (the highest 29 
level of SM, i.e., Level 3 SM according to Italian guidelines). In the absence of such a very detailed study (basic 30 
SM, i.e., Level 1 SM of Italian guidelines) a width of ~465 840 m (90% probability from “simple thrust” data-31 
base of distributed ruptures, excluding B-M, F-S and Sy ruptures) seems is suggested to be adequatesufficiently 32 
precautionary. For more detailed level SM, where the fault is carefully mapped, one must consider that the high-33 
est SFRH is concentrated in a narrow zone, ~60 monly 50-70 in width , that should be considered as a fault 34 
avoidance zone (40-50%more than one third of the total distributed ruptures are expected to occur within this 35 
zone). 36 
A broad positive relation between the displacement on the main fault and the total width of the rupture zone is 37 
found only close to the main fault (total WRZ ≤ 60 m). The total WRZ appears to increase with displacement, 38 
from a minimum of nearly 20-30 m for decimetric vertical displacement up to 50-60 m for vertical displacement 39 
close to 2 m. 40 
The fault rupture hazard zones should be asymmetric compared to the trace of the main principal fault. The aver-41 
age footwall to hanging wall ratio (FW: HW) is close to 1:2. 42 
These criteria are applicable to “simple thrust faults” faults, without considering possible B-M or F-S secondary 43 
fault ruptures on due to large-scale foldsfolding, and without considering sympathetic slip on distant faults. Zones 44 
Areas potentially susceptible to B-M or F-S secondary fault ruptures should have their own zones of fault rupture 45 
hazard that can be inferred defined by detailed knowledge of the structural setting of the area (shape, wavelength, 46 
tightnessgeometry, wavelength and lithology of the thrust-related large-scale folds) and by geomorphic evidence 47 
of past secondary faulting. Distant active faults, potentially susceptible to sympathetic triggering, should be 48 
zoned as separate principal faults. 49 
The entire database of distributed ruptures (including B-M, F-S and Sy fault ruptures) can be useful in poorly-50 
known areas, in order to assess the extent of the area within which potential sources of fault displacement hazard 51 
can be present. 52 
The results from this study and the database made available as supplementary material can be used for improving 53 
the attenuation relationships for distributed faulting, with possible applications in probabilistic studies of fault 54 
displacement hazard. 55 
 56 
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Key words 57 

Fault rupture hazard, thrust earthquakes, earthquake fault zoning. 58 

1 Introduction 59 

Coseismic surface ruptures during large earthquakes might produce damage to buildings and facilities located on 60 
or close to the trace of the active seismogenic fault. This is known as Surface Fault Rupture Hazard (SFRH), a 61 
localized hazard that could be avoided if a detailed knowledge of the fault characteristics is achieved. The mitiga-62 
tion of SFRH can be faced by strategies of fault zoning and avoidance or, alternatively, by (or together with) 63 
probabilistic estimates of fault displacement hazard (e.g. Youngs et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2011). Both strate-64 
gies need to employ, as accurately as possible, the location of the active fault trace, the expected displacement on 65 
the main principal fault (i.e. principal faulting in Youngs et al., 2003; see below for the definition), the defor-66 
mation close to the main principal fault, and the distribution of secondary other faulting and fracturing away from 67 
it (i.e. distributed faulting in Youngs et al., 2003; see below for the definition). While the general fault geometry 68 
and the expected displacement of the principal fault can be obtained through a detailed geological study and the 69 
application of empirical relationships (e.g. Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), the occurrence of secondary distribut-70 
ed faulting close to and away from the main principal fault rupture is particularly difficult to predict, and only di-71 
rect observations from well-documented case studies may provide insights on how secondary distributed faulting 72 
is expected to occur (e.g. shape and size of rupture zones, attenuation relationships for secondary distributed 73 
faulting). 74 
A reference example of fault zoning strategy for mitigating SFRH is the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning 75 
Act (A-P Act), adopted by the state of California (USA) in 1972 (e.g. Bryant and Hart, 2007). The A-P Act de-76 
fines regulatory zones around active faults (Earthquake Fault Zones, EFZ), within which detailed geologic inves-77 
tigations are required prior to build structures for human occupancy. The boundaries of the EFZ are placed 150-78 
200 m away from the trace of major active faults, or 60 to 90 m away from well-defined minor faults, with excep-79 
tions where faults are complex or not vertical. Moreover, the A-P Act defines a minimum distance of 50 feet (15 80 
m) from the well-defined fault trace within which critical facilities and structures designed for human occupancy 81 
cannot be built (fault setback), unless proven otherwise. Similarly to the setback of the A-P Act, the New Zealand 82 
guidelines for development of land on or close to active faults (Kerr et al., 2003) define a fault avoidance zone to 83 
ensure life safety. Fault avoidance zones on district planning maps will allow a council to restrict development 84 
within the fault avoidance zone and take a risk-based approach to development in built-up areas. The risk-based 85 
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approach combines the key elements of fault recurrence interval, fault complexity and building importance cate-86 
gory. The guidelines recommend a minimum buffer of 20 m either sides of the known fault trace (or the likely 87 
rupture zone), unless detailed fault studies prove that the deformed zone is less than that. 88 
Recently, in Italy the Department for Civil Protection published guidelines for land management in areas affected 89 
by active and capable faults. For the purpose of the guidelines, an active and capable fault is defined as a fault 90 
with demonstrated evidence of surface faulting during the last 40,000 years (Technical Commission for Seismic 91 
Microzonation, 2015; SM Working Group, 2015). The guidelines are a tool for zoning active and capable faults 92 
during seismic microzonation (SM). They also contain a number of recommendations to assist land managers and 93 
planners. The fault zones vary at different Levels of SM. In the basic SM (Level 1 SM according to SM Working 94 
Group, 2015), the active fault is zoned with a wide Warning Zone that is conceptually equivalent to the EFZ of 95 
the A-P Act. The zone should include all the reasonable inferred fault-rupture hazard of both the main principal 96 
fault and other secondary faults, and should account for uncertainties in mapping the fault trace. The guidelines 97 
recommend a width of the Warning Zone to be 400 m. Within the Warning Zone, the most detailed level of SM 98 
(Level 3 SM) is recommended; this should be mandatory before new developmentconstruction. Level 3 SM im-99 
plies a very detailed earthquake geology study of the fault. After completing that study, a new, more accurate 100 
fault zoning is achieved. This includes a 30 m-wide Fault Avoidance Zone around the accurately-defined fault 101 
trace. If some uncertainties persist after Level 3 studies, such as uncertainties about fault trace location or about 102 
the possibility of secondary faulting away from the main principal fault, the guidelines suggest the use of a wider 103 
zone called Susceptible Zone, within which development is restricted. Uncertainties within the Susceptible Zone 104 
can be reduced by additional site-specific investigations. The guidelines recommend a width of the Susceptible 105 
Zone to be 160 m, but the final shape and size of the zone depend on the local geology and the level of accuracy 106 
reached during Level 3 SM studies. Both Fault Avoidance and Susceptible Zones can be asymmetric compared 107 
with the main fault trace, with recommended footwall to hanging wall ratios of 1:4, 1:2 and 1:1 for normal, thrust 108 
and strike-slip faults, respectively. 109 
Shape and width of the zones in the Italian guidelines are based mostly on data from normal faulting earthquakes 110 
(e.g. Boncio et al., 2012). In general, worldwide the width of the rupture zone (WRZ) for the fault displacement 111 
hazard  normalof normal and strike-slip earthquakes faults (e.g. Youngs et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2011) is has 112 
been much more studied than that of for thrust faultsearthquakes. Zhou et al. (2010) analysed the width of the 113 
surface rupture zones of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake focusing on the rupture zone close to the main principal 114 
fault, with implications on the setback distance. However, to our knowledge, a global data collection compilation 115 
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from well-documented surface thrust faulting earthquakes aimed at analysing the characteristics of the WRZ is 116 
lacking in the scientific literature. 117 
The objectives of this work are: 1) to collect thecompile data from well-studied surface faulting thrust earth-118 
quakes globally (we analysed 10 11 earthquakes with magnitudes ranging from 5.4 to 7.9); 2) to analyse statisti-119 
cally the distribution of surface ruptures compared to the main principal fault and the associated WRZ; and 3) to 120 
compare the results with the contemporary Italian guidelines and discuss the implications for earthquake fault 121 
zoning. 122 

2 Methodology 123 

This work analyses the data from 10 11 well-studied historic surface faulting thrust earthquakes occurred world-124 
wide during the last few decades (Table 1). These historic earthquakes range in magnitude (Mw) from 5.4 to 7.9 125 
and belong to different tectonic settings, such as continental collision (Spitak, 1988; Kashmir, 2005; Wenchuan, 126 
2008), fold-and-thrust belt (El Asnam, 1980), oceanic-continental or continental-continental collision in large-127 
scale subduction systems (Chi-Chi, 1999; Nagano, 2014), transform plate boundary (San Fernando, 1971; Coal-128 
inga-Nunez, 1983) and intraplate regions (Marryat Creek, 1986; Tennant Creek, 1988; Killari, 1993). 129 
We compiled from the literature data on both principal and distributed faulting, as defined by Youngs et al. 130 
(2003). Principal faulting is displacement along the main fault responsible for the release of seismic energy dur-131 
ing the earthquake. At the surface, the displacement may occur along a single narrow trace of the principal fault 132 
or within a meters-scale wide fault zone. Distributed faulting is displacement on other faults in the vicinity of the 133 
principal fault rupture. Distributed ruptures are often discontinuous and may occur tens of meters to kilometers 134 
away from the principal fault rupture. Displacement may occur on secondary faults connected with the principal 135 
fault, such as splay faults, or on pre-existing faults structurally unconnected with the main fault (called here sym-136 
pathetic fault ruptures). In particular, fFor the purpose of this work, the following parameters were collected ex-137 
tracted from the literature listed in Table 1: i) displacement (vertical, horizontal and net slip, if available) on the 138 
main principal fault rupture and coordinates of the referred measurement points for strands of the principal fault 139 
having associated distributed ruptures; ii) distance from the main principal fault to the secondary distributed rup-140 
tures (r in Fig. 1), distinguishing between the ones on hanging wall and on footwall; iii) displacement on distrib-141 
uted ruptures secondary faults (if available); iv) width of the rupture zone (WRZ), distinguishing between the 142 
ones on hanging wall and on footwall; and v) scarp type (Fig. 2). 143 
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When available, the surface rupture data was collected compiled directly from the literaturepublished tables (e.g., 144 
Chi-Chi, 1999; Wenchuan, 2008), but in most of the other cases the rupture data was measured from the pub-145 
lished  maps published by the previous authors that were GIS-georeferenced for the purpose of this work. Figure 146 
1 displays the technique used for measuring the distance between the main principal fault rupture (PF) and the 147 
secondary distributed ruptures (DR), which allowed us to sample the rupture zone systematically and in reasona-148 
ble detail. The measurements carried out on the published maps are illustrated in Fig.s S1 to S11 of the online 149 
supplementary material, and the entire compiled database is made available in Table S1. The accuracy of the 150 
measurements depends on the scale of the original maps and on the level of detail reported in the maps (the origi-151 
nal scale of the published maps is reported in the figures of the supplementary material). In this work only de-152 
tailed maps were considered, and uncertain or inferred ruptures were not taken into account. It is important to 153 
specify that the database made available in Table S1 of the supplementary material can be used only for analys-154 
ing distributed faulting. Data on the principal fault rupture are not complete, because the strands of the principal 155 
fault without distributed ruptures were not considered. 156 
In order to distinguish the principal fault rupture from distributed ruptures, all of the following were considered: 157 
1) larger displacement compared to distributed faulting; 2) longer continuity; 3) coincidence or nearly coinci-158 
dence with major tectonic/geomorphologic features, such as the trace of the main fault mapped before the earth-159 
quake on geologic maps. 160 
The distance was measured perpendicularly to the average direction of the principal fault, which was defined by 161 
visual inspection of the published maps, averaging the direction of first-order sections of the principal fault rup-162 
ture (few to several km-long). Particular attention was paid close to variations of the average strike, in order to 163 
avoid duplicate measurements. In some places, the principal fault rupture is discontinuous. In few of those cases, 164 
and only for the purpose of measuring the distance of distributed ruptures from the main fault trace, we drew the 165 
trace of the main geologic fault between nearby discontinuous ruptures by using major tectonic/geomorphologic 166 
features from available maps (inferred trace of the principal geologic fault in Fig.s S1, S2, S8, S9, S10 and S11).  167 
Distributed ruptures were measured every 200 m along-strike the principal fault. In order to prevent that short 168 
ruptures would be missed or under-sampled during measurement, ruptures shorter than 200 m were measured at 169 
the midpoint, and ruptures between 200 and 400 m-long were measured at the midpoint and endpoints (Fig. 1). 170 
Moreover, all the points having displacement information on distributed ruptures were measured. All the points 171 
with displacement values on the principal fault rupture were also measured if distributed ruptures were associated 172 
with that strand of the principal fault. A particular metrics was used for the Sylmar segment of the San Fernando 173 
1971 rupture zone (Fig. S1) where most of the distributed faulting was mapped along roads, resulting in a very 174 
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discontinuous pattern of surface ruptures. In order to have a database of measurements statistically equivalent re-175 
spect to the other studied earthquakes, variable measurement logics were used in order to sample ruptures at dis-176 
tances that equal more or less 200 m (see Fig. S1 for details). 177 
All the distributed ruptures reported in the published maps as of primary (i.e., tectonic) origin were measured. 178 
Only the “Beni Rached” rupture zone of the 1981 El Asnam earthquake (Fig. S2) was not measured. It consists of 179 
normal fault ruptures interpreted to be related to either or both (Yelding et al., 1981; Philip and Meghraoui, 180 
1983): 1) very large gravitational sliding; and 2) surface response of an unconstrained deep tectonic fault also re-181 
sponsible for the 1954 M 6.7 earthquake. Therefore, we avoided measuring the rupture due to the large uncertain-182 
ties concerning its primary origin. 183 
Some distributed ruptures reasonably unconnected with the main seismogenic fault were classified as sympathet-184 
ic fault ruptures (Sy; Figs. S1, S2 and S5). We included in this category a rupture on a pre-existing thrust fault 185 
located more than 2 km in the hanging wall of the Chi-Chi 1999 principal fault rupture, due to its large distance 186 
from the main fault trace compared to all the other distributed ruptures (Tsauton East fault, Fig. S8), but a deep 187 
connection with the main seismogenic fault is possible (Ota et al., 2007a). The accuracy of the measurements de-188 
pends on the scale of the original maps and on the level of detail reported in the maps. In this work only the de-189 
tailed maps were considered, uncertain or inferred ruptures were not taken into account. 190 
The measured ruptures have been classified according to the scarp types illustrated in Fig. 2, alternatively the 191 
scarp type was classified as “Unknown”. Scarp types from “a” to “g” (Fig. 2) follow the scheme proposed by 192 
Philip et al. (1992), integrated with the classification of Yu et al. (2010). Concerning the scarp type, thrust earth-193 
quakes are characterized by a high variability of coseismic scarps due to the complex interaction between faulting 194 
and folding, geometry of the faults, and topography and rheology of the surface materials. The coseismic scarps 195 
can be classified according to the scheme first proposed by Philip et al. (1992) after the 1988 Spitak (Armenia) 196 
earthquake, integrated with the classification of Yu et al. (2010), which includes seven main types of thrust-197 
related fault scarps and related secondary structures (Fig. 2). In case of steeply dipping faults, a simple thrust 198 
scarp in bedrock (type a) or a hanging wall collapse scarp in bedrock or in brittle unconsolidated material (type b) 199 
are produced. In case of low-angle faults and presence of soft-sediment covers, a number ofvarious types of pres-200 
sure ridges (types c to f) can be observed, depending on the displacement, sense of slip and behaviour of near-201 
surface materials. In presence of shallow blind faults, a fault-related fold scarp may be formed (type g). Moreo-202 
ver, in this study also two additional types of thrust scarpsstructural contexts were distinguished, which are char-203 
acterized by the occurrence of bending-moment and flexural-slip secondary fault ruptures (Yeats, 1986), associ-204 
ated with large-scale folds (hundreds of meters to kilometres in wavelength). Both of them these occurred widely 205 
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during the 1980 El Asnam earthquake (Philip and Meghraoui 1983). Bending-moment faults (type h in Fig. 2) are 206 
normal faults that are formed close to the hinge zone of large-scale anticlines (extensional faults at the fold extra-207 
dos in Philip and Meghraoui 1983), while flexural-slip faults (type i) are faults that are formed due to differential 208 
slip along bedding planes on the limbs of a bedrock fold (Yeats, 1986). Similar secondary Bending-moment dis-209 
tributed ruptures associated to with small-scale folds (meters to dozens of meters in wavelength), which form at 210 
the leading edge of the thrust, are not included in these two particular typesbelong to scarp types “c” to “g”.  211 
The measured rupture data has been classified according to the scarp types illustrated in Fig. 2 whenever possi-212 
ble; alternatively, the scarp type was classified as “Unknown”. 213 

3 Width of the Rupture Zone (WRZ): statistical analysis 214 

The most impressive and recurrent measured features are ruptures occurring along pre-existing fault traces and on 215 
the hanging wall, as the result of the reactivation of the main thrust at depth. Secondary structuresDistributed rup-216 
tures are mainly represented by synthetic and antithetic faults, which are parallel to or branching from the main 217 
fault. Fault segmentation and en échelon geometries are common in transfer zones or in oblique-slip earthquakes. 218 
The collected data was analysed in order to evaluate the width of the rupture zone (WRZ), intended as the total 219 
width, measured perpendicularly to the main faultprincipal fault rupture, within which all the secondary distribut-220 
ed ruptures occur. Figure 3 shows frequency distribution histograms of the distance of distributed rupturessec-221 
ondary ruptures from the main principal fault (r) for all the analysed earthquakes. Negative values refer to the 222 
footwall, while positive values refer to the hanging wall. In particular, in Fig. 3a we distinguished the scarps with 223 
bending-moment (B-M), or flexural-slip (F-S) or sympathetic (Sy) secondary fault ruptures from the other types; 224 
in Fig. 3b the scarps without B-M, or F-S or Sy secondary fault ruptures are distinguished by scarp types, and in 225 
Fig. 3c the scarps with B-M, or F-S or Sy secondary fault ruptures are distinguished by earthquake. In general, 226 
although the values span over a large interval (-750-2,150 m to in the footwall; 1,6103,100 m in the hanging 227 
wall), most of them occur in the proximity of the main principal fault and display an asymmetric distribution be-228 
tween hanging wall and footwall. 229 
In Fig. 3b all the data (excluding scarps with B-M, and F-S and Sy faults) are distinguished by scarp type. Simple 230 
Pressure Ridges with narrow WRZ (in green) prevail. Larger WRZ characterizes back-thrust, low-angle and 231 
oblique pressure ridges,  and the relative data, together with those associated to the other pressure ridges (oblique, 232 
back-thrust and low-angle), span over an interval that is larger than for simple thrust scarps (in blue). This im-233 
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plies implying that the main thrust geometry, the local kinematics and the near-surface rheology have a signifi-234 
cant control in strain partitioning with consequences on the WRZ, as expected. 235 
The occurrence of B-M or F-S secondary fault ruptures is strictly related to the structural setting of the earth-236 
quake area. In particular, B-M faults, which are related to the presence of large-scale hanging wall anticlines, 237 
were clearly observed in the El Asnam 1980 (Philip and Meghraoui, 1983) and Kashmir 2005 (southern part of 238 
central segment; Kaneda et al., 2008; Sayab and Khan, 2010) earthquakes. A wide extensional zone (1.8 km-long 239 
in the E-W direction; 1.3 km-wide) formed on the eastern hanging wall side of the Sylmar segment of the San 240 
Fernando 1971 surface rupture. The interpretation of such an extensional zone is not straightforward. Neverthe-241 
less, the presence of a macro-anticline in the hanging wall of the Sylmar fault is indicated by subsurface data 242 
(Mission Hill anticline; Tsutsumi and Yeats, 1999). Though it is not possible to clearly classify these structures as 243 
B-M faults in strict sense, it seems reasonable to interpret them as generic fold-related secondary extensional 244 
faults. Therefore, they were plotted in Fig.s 3a and 3c together with B-M and F-S faults. F-S faults were observed 245 
on the upright limb of a footwall syncline in the El Asnam 1980 earthquake. As shown in Fig. 3a, the B-M and F-246 
S datasets contribute significantly in widening the WRZ and are distributed only on the hanging wall or on the 247 
footwall of the main fault, respectively. Notably, the distribution of the B-M faults for the El Asnam earthquake 248 
is very similar to the distribution of extensional ruptures for the San Fernando earthquake (Fig. 3c). Ruptures 249 
close to the main fault (r < 200 150 m) are due to processes operating in all the other types of scarp types (Fig. 250 
3b), but for larger distances (r > ~300 m) they  the distributed faulting can be affected by other processes such as 251 
related to large-scale folding of a large-scale anticlineor sympathetic reactivation of pre-existing faults (Fig.s 3a 252 
and 3c), contributing significantly in widening the WRZ. with a larger frequency between 300 and 1,000 m from 253 
the main fault. The B-M ruptures for the Kashmir 2005 earthquake are localized in a narrower zone (≤ 200 m) 254 
closer to the main fault, due to the shorter wavelength of the hosting anticline. 255 
In order to analyseFor the analysis of the statistical distribution of “r”, the collected data was fitted with a number 256 
of probability density functions by using the commercial software EasyFitProfessional©V.5.6 257 
(http://www.mathwave.com), which finds the probability distribution that best fits the data and automatically 258 
tests the goodness of the fitting. We decided to analyse both the database without B-M, F-S and Sy ruptures 259 
(called here “simple thrust” distributed ruptures; Fig. 4) and the entire database of distributed ruptures without 260 
filtering (Fig. 5). The aim is to analyse separately: 1) distributed ruptures that can be reasonably related only to 261 
(or preferentially to) the coseismic propagation to the ground surface of the main fault rupture; they are expected 262 
to occur in a rather systematic way compared to the main fault trace; and 2) distributed ruptures that are affected 263 
also by other, non-systematic structural features, mostly related to large-scale coseismic folding. Considering that 264 
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the width of the rupture zone for the scarps with B-M and F-S is strictly related to the structural setting of the ar-265 
ea (presence and wavelength of the fold), in this study only the scarp types without B-M and F-S (called here 266 
“simple thrust ruptures”) were analysed. The aim is to find a criterion for removing the outliers and sizing the 267 
zones within which surface fault ruptures are expected to occur. The hanging wall and footwall data was were fit-268 
ted separately and the results are synthesized in Fig.s 4 and 5, where the best fitting distribution curves and the 269 
cumulative curves, selected by the software according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, are shown. The same 270 
continuous function was found for both the hanging wall and footwall, which is the Birnbaum-Saunders (Fatigue 271 
Life) distribution. 272 
For “simple thrust” distributed ruptures, The the hanging wall data (Figs. 4a and 4b) has a modal value of 5.57.1 273 
m. The 90% probability (0.9 of the cumulative distribution function, HW90) seems to be a reasonable value to 274 
cut off the outliers (flat part of the curves). It corresponds to a distance of ~320 575 m from the main principal 275 
fault. From a visual inspection of the The histogram (Fig. 4b), there is an evident sharp drop of the data approxi-276 
mately at the 35% probability (HW35), corresponding to a distance of ~40 m from the principal fault. shows a 277 
zone close to the main fault, bounded by the 40% probability, where most of the ruptures occur (HW40, corre-278 
sponding to ~30 m from the main fault). A The second sharp drop of the data in the histogram occurs at close to 279 
the 50% probability (HW50, corresponding to ~45 80 m from the main principal fault). Also the 3rd quartile is 280 
shown (HW75), corresponding to a distance of ~140 260 m from the main fault. The widths of the zones for the 281 
different probabilities (90%, 75%, 50% and 4035%) are listed in Table 2a. 282 
The footwall data (Figs. 4c and 4d) has a modal value of the best fitting probability density function of 4 5 m. By 283 
applying the same percentiles used for the hanging wall, a 90% cut off (FW90) was found at a distance of ~145 284 
265 m from the main principal fault. The FW75, FW50 and FW40 FW35 correspond to distances of ~70 120 m, 285 
~25 45 m and ~20 m from the main principal fault, respectively (Table 2a). It is worth noticing that also for the 286 
footwall the 4035% probability corresponds to a sharp drop of the data.bounds reasonably well the zone where 287 
the most of the ruptures occur.  288 
The ratio between the width of the rupture zone on the footwall and the width of the rupture zone on the hanging 289 
wall ranges from 1:1.5 8 to 1:2.2 (Table 2a), and therefore it is always close to 1:2 independently from the used 290 
percentile. 291 
The results of the analysis performed on the entire database of distributed ruptures, including also the more com-292 
plex secondary structures of B-M, F-S and Sy ruptures, is illustrated in Fig. 5 and summarized in Table 2b. As 293 
expected, the WRZ is significantly larger than for “simple thrust” distributed ruptures. The HW90, HW75 and 294 
HW50 correspond to distances of ~1100 m, ~640 m and ~260 m from the principal fault, respectively. For com-295 
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parison with the “simple thrust” distributed ruptures, also the HW35 was calculated (~130 m), but it does not cor-296 
respond with a particular drop of the data in the histogram of Fig. 5b. Instead, a sharp drop is visible at a distance 297 
of ~40 m from the principal fault, as for the “simple thrust” database. In the footwall, the FW90, FW75 and 298 
FW50 correspond to distances of ~720 m, ~330 m and ~125 m from the principal fault, respectively. The FW35 299 
corresponds to a distance of ~65 m, but the sharp drop of the data in the histogram of Fig, 5d is at a distance of 300 
~20 m from the principal fault, as for the “simple thrust” database. 301 
In order to analyse the potential relationships between WRZ and the earthquake size, in Fig. 5 6 the total width of 302 
the rupture zone (WRZ tot = WRZ hanging wall + WRZ footwall) is plotted against the Mw (Fig. 6a) and, for the 303 
subset of data having displacement information, against the vertical displacement (VD) on the principal fault 304 
(Fig. 6b).displacement on the main fault (vertical component, VD) for the subset of data having displacement in-305 
formation. The vertical displacement measured at the ground surface is highly sensitive to the shallow geometry 306 
of the thrust plane. The net displacement along the slip vector is a more appropriate parameter for considering the 307 
size of the displacement at the surface. However, the net displacement is rarely given in the literature, or can be 308 
obtained only by assuming a fault dip, while VD is the most commonly measured parameter. Therefore, we used 309 
VD as a proxy of the amount of surface displacement. In Fig. 6a a positive relation between the total WRZ and 310 
Mw is clear, particularly if sympathetic (Sy) fault ruptures are not considered. In fact, Sy data appear detached 311 
from the other data, suggesting that their occurrence is only partially dependent on the magnitude of the 312 
mainshock. They also depend on the structural features of the area, such as 1) whether or not an active, favoura-313 
bly-oriented fault is present, and 2) its distance from the main seismogenic source. Though a broad positiveA cor-314 
relation between the total WRZ and VD can be speculated, especially if  the data with B-M and F-S faults is ex-315 
cluded, a clear correlation is not obvious (Fig. 5a6b). Even for small values of VD (< 1 m) the total WRZ can be 316 
as wide as hundreds of meters, but a larger number of displacement data is necessary for drawing convincing 317 
conclusions. A possible correlation can be found by zooming in the diagram in the area close to the main fault 318 
(WRZ <200 m, Fig. 5b). Close to the main fault (WRZ < 60 m), the width of the rupture zone appears to have a 319 
nearly linear upper boundary which correlates positively with VD, for VD < ~2 m (dashed line in Fig. 5b). This 320 
suggests that close to the main fault the width of the rupture zone increases with displacement, from a minimum 321 
of nearly 20 m for decimetric VD up to 50-60 m for VD close to 2 m. However, also for VD <2 m, the maximum 322 
WRZ, including the secondary ruptures away from the main fault, can be up to 200 m or wider. 323 
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4 Comparison with Italian guidelines and implications for fault zoning during seismic microzonation 324 

The definition of the WRZ based on the analysis of the data from worldwide thrust earthquakes can support the 325 
evaluation and mitigation of SFRH. The values reported in Table 2 can be used for shaping and sizing fault zones 326 
(e.g. Warning or Susceptible Zones in the Italian guidelines; Earthquake Fault Zones in the A-P Act) and avoid-327 
ance zones around the trace of active thrust faults (Table 3). 328 
A first question that needs to be answered is which set of data between “simple thrust” distributed ruptures (Fig. 329 
4; Table 2a) and all distributed ruptures (Fig. 5, Table 2b) is the most appropriate to be used for sizing the fault 330 
zones. The answer is not easy and implicates some subjective choices. In Table 3 we suggest using the results 331 
from “simple thrust” distributed ruptures. The results from all distributed ruptures can be used in areas with poor 332 
geologic knowledge, in order to assess the extent of the area within which potential sources of fault displacement 333 
hazard can be present. Our choices result from the following line of reasoning: 334 
1) The data analysed in this work are from brittle rupture of the ground surface. The measured distributed rup-335 
tures are always associated with surface faulting on the principal fault. Therefore, the results can be used for zon-336 
ing the hazard deriving from mechanisms connected with the propagation of the rupture on the main fault plane 337 
up to the surface. Deformations associated with blind thrusting are not analysed. Therefore, the results are not 338 
suitable for zoning ductile tectonic deformations associated with blind thrusting (e.g. folding). Clearly, coseismic 339 
folding occurs both during blind thrusting and surface faulting thrusting. Furthermore, brittle surface ruptures and 340 
other ductile deformations can be strictly connected to each other, making difficult to separate the two compo-341 
nents, but a global analysis of the entire spectrum of permanent tectonic deformation associated to thrust faulting 342 
need additional data not considered here. 343 
2) In most cases, distributed ruptures occur on secondary structures that are small and cannot be recognized be-344 
fore the earthquake, or that only site-specific investigations could distinguish. Fault zones should include the haz-345 
ard from this kind of ruptures. 346 
3) Some secondary faults connected with the principal fault can be sufficiently large to have their own geologic 347 
and geomorphic signature, and can be recognized before the earthquake. Most likely, close to the surface these 348 
structures behave similarly to the principal fault, with their own distributed ruptures. Faults with these character-349 
istics should have their own zone, unless they are included in the principal fault zone. 350 
4) Point 3 also applies to distant large active faults that can undergo sympathetic triggering. They should be 351 
zoned as separate principal faults. Using Sy ruptures for shaping zones of fault rupture hazard would imply dis-352 
tributing the hazard within areas that can be very large (Fig.s 5, 6). The size of the resulting zone would depend 353 
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mostly on the structural setting of the analysed areas (presence or not of the fault, distance from the seismogenic 354 
source) rather than the mechanics which controls distributed faulting in response to principal faulting. 355 
5) B-M and F-S fault ruptures are not always present. Where present, they occur over distances ranging from 356 
hundreds of meters to kilometers (Fig. 3c). In any case, B-M and F-S secondary faults are strictly related to the 357 
structural setting of the area (large-scale folding; fold shape, wavelength and tightness; stiffness of folded strata). 358 
In fact, B-M fault ruptures commonly observed in historical earthquakes are normal faults. B-M normal faults are 359 
expected to occur in the shallowest convex (lengthened) layer of the folded anticline. They can occur only where 360 
the bending stress is tensional, that is the convex side of the folded layer, preferentially close to the crest of the 361 
anticline and parallel to the anticline hinge. F-S faults can rupture the surface where the steeply-dipping limb of a 362 
fold is formed by strata of stiff rocks able to slip along bedding planes (e.g. Fig. 2i). Moreover, it is known that 363 
coseismic B-M or F-S faults often reactivate pre-existing fault scarps (e.g. Yeats, 1986) which might help in zon-364 
ing the associated potential fault rupture hazard before the earthquake. Therefore, knowledge of the structural set-365 
ting of the area can help in identifying zones potentially susceptible to B-M or F-S faulting, which should be 366 
zoned as separate sources of fault rupture hazard. 367 
 368 
In Table 3, the total WRZ from the present study is compared with the sizes of the zones proposed by the Italian 369 
guidelines for SM studies (Technical Commission for Seismic Microzonation, 2015; SM Working Group, 2015). 370 
The values reported in Table 3 table can could be usedconsidered as a proposal for integrating the existing crite-371 
ria. In particular, the total WRZ from “simple thrust” distributed ruptures is used for sizing Warning Zones (Lev-372 
el 1 SM) and Susceptible and Avoidance Zones (Level 3 SM). The total WRZ from all distributed ruptures is 373 
suggested to be used for sizing Warning Zones in areas with poor basic geologic knowledge (Level 1 SM). 374 
The first observation is that the FW:HW ratio proposed by the Italian guidelines is supported by the results of this 375 
study (FW:HW ratio close to 1:2). 376 
Assuming that the 90% probability is a reasonable criterion for cutting the outliers from the analysed population, 377 
the resulting total WRZ (HW + FW) for “simple thrust” distributed ruptures is 465 840 m (560 m on the HW + 378 
280 m on the FW). This width could be used for zoning all the reasonably inferred fault rupture hazard, from 379 
both the main principal fault and secondary distributed faultsruptures, during basic (Level 1) SM studies, which 380 
do not require high-level specific investigations. The obtained value is not verysignificantly different from that 381 
recommended by the Italian guidelines for Level 1 SM (400 m). 382 
The mostA significant evident difference between our proposal and the Italian guidelines concerns also the width 383 
of the zone that should be avoided, due to the very high likelihood of having surface ruptures. Though the entire 384 
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rupture zone could be hundreds of meters wide, 40-50% ofmore than one third of secondary distributed ruptures 385 
are expected to occur within a narrow, 50-760 m m-wide zone. As could be expected, only site-specific paleo-386 
sismologic investigations can quantify the hazard from surface faulting at a specific site. In the absence of such a 387 
detail, and for larger areas (e.g. municipality scale) the fault avoidance zone should be in the order of 50-760 m, 388 
shaped asymmetrically compared to the trace of the main fault (30-4540 m on the HW; 20-25 m on the FW). Fig-389 
ure 5b suggests a positive relation between the displacement on the main fault and the width of the rupture zone 390 
close to the main fault (WRZ ≤ 60 m). Assuming that this relation is real, Fig. 5b suggests that the avoidance 391 
zone should be larger than 20-30 m, even for displacements of a few decimetres. 392 
In Table 3 a width of 210 380 m is proposed for the susceptible zone (Level 3 SM). The choice of defining the 393 
width of the zone as the 3rd quartile (3 out of 4 probability that secondary faulting lies within the zone) is rather 394 
arbitrary. In fact, the width of the susceptible zone should be flexible. Susceptible zones are used only if uncer-395 
tainties remain also after high-level seismic microzonation studies, such as uncertainties on the location of the 396 
main fault trace or about the possibility of secondary faulting away from the main fault. Susceptible zones can 397 
also be used for areas where a not better quantifiable distributed faulting might occur, such as in structurally 398 
complex zones (e.g. stepovers between main fault strands).  399 
It is important to underline that the proposed criteria are applicable only to simple thrust ruptures, without B-M or 400 
F-S faults. B-M and F-S secondary faults are strictly related to the structural setting of the area (large-scale fold-401 
ing). Therefore, knowledge of the structural setting of the area may help in identifying zones potentially suscepti-402 
ble to B-M or F-S faulting. In fact, the B-M surface-ruptures commonly observed in historical earthquakes are 403 
normal faults. B-M normal faults are expected to occur in the shallowest convex (lengthened) layer of the folded 404 
anticline. They can occur only where the bending stress is tensional, that is the convex side of the folded layer, 405 
preferentially close to the crest of the anticline and parallel to the anticline hinge. F-S faults can rupture the sur-406 
face where steeply-dipping limbs of folds associated to the seismogenic thrust, formed by stiff strata able to slip 407 
along bedding planes, intersect the topography (e.g. Fig. 2i). Thus, zones of potential B-M or F-S secondary 408 
faulting can be traced by knowing the geometry and wavelength of the fold and the first order stiffness of the 409 
folded material. Moreover, it is known that coseismic B-M or F-S faults often reactivate pre-existing fault scarps 410 
(e.g. Yeats, 1986) being the geomorphic signature which might help in zoning the associated SFRH. 411 
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5 Conclusions 412 

The distribution of coseismic surface ruptures (distance of distributedsecondary ruptures from the main principal 413 
fault rupture) for 10 11 well-documented historical surface faulting thrust earthquakes (5.4 ≤ M ≤ 7.9) provide 414 
constraints on the general characteristics of the surface rupture zone, with implications for zoning the surface rup-415 
ture hazard along active thrust faults. 416 
Secondary Distributed ruptures can occur up to large distances from the main principal fault (~750 m on the 417 
footwall and ~1,600 m up to ~3,000 m on the hanging wall), but most of them occur within few dozens of meters 418 
from the main principal fault. The distribution of secondary ruptures is asymmetric, with most of them located on 419 
the hanging wall. Coseismic folding of large-scale folds (hundreds of meters to kilometres in wavelength) may 420 
produce bending-moment (B-M) or flexural-slip (F-S) secondary fault ruptures on the hanging wall and footwall, 421 
respectively, widening significantly the rupture zone. Additional widening of the rupture zone can be due to 422 
sympathetic slip on distant active faults (Sy fault ruptures). 423 
The distribution of secondary ruptures for “simple thrust” ruptures (without B-M, and F-S, and Sy fault ruptures) 424 
can be fitted by a continuous probability density function, of the same form for both the hanging wall and foot-425 
wall. This function can be used for removing outliers from the analyzed analysed database (e.g. 90% probability) 426 
and define cold criteria for shaping SFRH zones. These zones can be used during seismic microzonation studies 427 
and can help in integrating existing guidelines. 428 
 The 90% probability of the cumulative distribution function defines a rupture zone of ~320 m-wide on the hang-429 
ing wall and ~145 m-wide on the footwall (total width of ~465 m). This wide zone could be used for zoning 430 
SFRH during basic seismic microzonation studies (i.e. Level 1 SM according to the Italian guidelines), which 431 
typically lack of specific investigations and therefore are characterized by uncertainties on the location of the 432 
main fault and on the occurrence of secondary faulting away from the main fault. 433 
 More than 40-50%one third of the ruptures are expected to occur within a zone of ~60 30-45 m-wide on the 434 
hanging wall and 20-25 m-wide on the footwall (total width being 50-70 m). This narrow zone could be used for 435 
defining the fault avoiding zone during high-level, municipality-scale seismic microzonation studies (i.e. Level 3 436 
SM according to the Italian guidelines). The average FW:HW ratio of the WRZ  is close to 1:2, independently 437 
from the used percentile. 438 
A possible positive relation between the displacement on the main fault and the total width of the rupture zone 439 
(total WRZ) is found only close to the main fault (total WRZ ≤ 60 m). Close to the main fault, the WRZ appears 440 
to increase with displacement, from a minimum of nearly 20-30 m for decimetric vertical displacement (VD) up 441 
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to 50-60 m for VD close to 2 m. This suggests that the avoidance zone should be larger than 20-30 m, even for 442 
displacements of a few decimetres. 443 
The average FW:HW ratio of the WRZ  is close to 1:2, independently from the used percentile. 444 
In addition to the expected rupture zone along the trace of the main thrust, zones potentially susceptible to B-M 445 
or F-S secondary faulting can be inferred identified by detailed knowledge of the structural study setting of the 446 
area (shape, wavelength, tightnessgeometry, wavelength and lithology of the thrust-related large-scale folds) and 447 
by scrutinize possible geomorphic traces of past secondary faulting. Where recognized, these areas should have 448 
their own zones of fault rupture hazard. 449 
The analysis of the entire database of distributed ruptures (Fig. 5) indicates significantly larger rupture zones 450 
compared to the database without B-M, F-S and Sy ruptures. This is due to the combination of processes related 451 
to the propagation up to the surface of the main fault rupture and other processes associated with large-scale co-452 
seismic folding, as well as triggering of distant faults. These data can be useful in poorly-known areas, in order to 453 
assess the extent of the area within which potential sources of fault displacement hazard can be present. 454 
The results from this study, particularly the function obtained in Fig. 4, can be used for improving the attenuation 455 
relationships for distributed faulting with distance from the principal fault, with possible applications in probabil-456 
istic studies of fault displacement hazard (e.g., Youngs et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2011). 457 
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Table 1. Earthquakes used for analysing the width of the rupture zone (WRZ). 671 

 672 
# Kin. (kinematics): R = reverse, LL = left lateral, RL = right lateral. 673 
* SRL = surface rupture length; MD = maximum displacement (vector sum, unless otherwise specified; v = vertical; h = horizontal). 674 
References: 1 = Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; 2 =U.S. Geological Survey Staff, 1971; 3 =Yelding et al., 1981; 4 =Philip and Meghraoui, 675 
1983; 5 =Meghraoui et al 1988; 6 = Rymer et al. 1990; 7 = Fredrich et al., 1988; 8 = Bowman and Barlow, 1991; 9 = Machette et al., 676 
1993; 10 = McCaffrey, 1989; 11 = Crone et al., 1992; 12 = Haessler et al. 1992; 13 = Philip et al. 1992; 14 = Lettis et al., 1997; 15 = 677 
Seeber et al. 1996; 16 = Rajendran et al., 1996; 17 = Wesnousky 2008; 18 = Shin and Teng, 2001; 19 = Kelson et al., 2001; 20 = Kelson et 678 
al., 2003; 21 = Angelier et al., 2003; 22 = Bilham and Yu, 2000; 23 = Chang and Yang, 2004; 24 = Chen et al., 2000; 25 = Chen et al., 679 
2003; 26 = Faccioli et al., 2008; 27 = Huang et al., 2008; 28 = Huang et al., 2000; 29 = Huang, 2006; 30 = Kawashima, 2002; 31 = Kona-680 
gai et al., 2006; 32 = Lee and Loh, 2000; 33 = Lee et al., 2001; 34 = Lee and Chan, 2007; 35 = Lee et al., 2003; 36 = Lee et al., 2010; 37 = 681 
Lin, 2000; 38 = Ota et al., 2001; 39 = Ota et al., 2007a; 40 = Ota et al., 2007b; 41 = Central Geological Survey, MOEA at 682 
http://gis.moeacgs.gov.tw/gwh/gsb97-1/sys8/index.cfm; 42 = Avouac et al., 2006; 43 = Kaneda et al., 2008; 44 = Kumahara and Nakata, 683 
2007; 45 = Xu et al., 2009; 46 = Liu-Zeng et al., 2009; 47 = Liu-Zeng et al., 2012; 48 = Yu et al., 2009; 49 = Yu et al., 2010; 50 = Zhou et 684 
al., 2010; 51 = Zhang et al., 2013; 52 = Chen et al., 2008; 53 = Dong et al., 2008a; 54 = Dong et al., 2008b; 55 = Liu-Zeng et al., 2010; 56 685 
= Wang et al., 2010; 57 = Xu et al., 2008; 58 = Zhang et al., 2012; 59 = Zhang et al., 2010; 60 = Okada et al., 2015; 61 = Ishimura et al., 686 
2015; 62 = Lin et al., 2015. 687 

688 

Earthquake Date Magnitude Kin. # SRL* 
(km) 

MD* 
(m) 

Depth 
(km) 

References for earthquake 
parameters (a) and WRZ cal-

culation (b) 
1) San Fernando, CA, 
USA 

1971.02.09 Ms 6.5, Mw 6.6 R-LL 16 2.5 8.9 (USGS) a) 1 
b) 2 

2) El Asnam, Algeria 1980.10.10 Ms 7.3, Mw7.1 R 31 6.5 10 (USGS) a) 1 
b) 3, 4, 5 

3) Coalinga (Nunez), 
CA, USA 

1983.06.11 Ms5.4, Mw 5.4 R 3.3 0.64 2.0 (USGS) a) 1 
b) 6 

4) Marryat Creek, Aus-
tralia 

1986.03.30 Ms 5.8, Mw 5.8 R-LL 13 1.3 3.0 a) 1, 7 
b) 8, 9 

5) Tennant Creek, Aus-
tralia 

1988.01.22 
(3 events) 

Ms 6.3, Mw 6.3 
Ms 6.4, Mw 6.4 
Ms 6.7, Mw 6.6 

R 
R-LL 
R 

10.2 
6.7 
16 

1.3 
1.17 
1.9 

2.7 
3.0 
4.2 

a) 1, 10 
b) 11 

6) Spitak, Armenia 1988.12.07 Ms 6.8, Mw 6.8 R-RL 25 2.0 5.0-7.0 a) 1, 12 
b) 13 

7) Killari, India 1993.09.29 Ms 6.4, Mw 6.2 R 5.5 0.5 2.6 a) 14, 15 
b) 15, 16 

8) Chi Chi, Taiwan 1999.09.20 Mw 7.6 R-LL 72 12.7 8.0 a) 17, 18 
b) 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 
37, 38, 39, 40, 41 

9) Kashmir, Pakistan 2005.10.08 Mw 7.6 R 70 7.05 (v) <15.0 a) 42, 43 
b) 43, 44 

10) Wenchuan, China 2008.05.12 Mw 7.9 R-RL 240 6.5 (v) 4.9 
(h) 

19.0 
(USGS) 

a) 45 
b) 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 
55, 56, 57, 58, 59 

11) Nagano, Japan 2014.11.22 Mw 6.2 R 9.3 1.5 (v) 4.5 a) 60, 62 
b) 60, 61, 62 Commento [UW1]: New data 

http://gis.moeacgs.gov.tw/gwh/gsb97-1/sys8/index.cfm
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Table 2 - Width of the rupture zone (WRZ) on the hanging wall (HW) and on the footwall (FW) and FW to HW ratio 689 
for (a) “simple thrust” distributed ruptures (B-M, F-S and Sy excluded) and (b) all distributed ruptures. 690 
 691 
 692 
 693 
 694 
 695 
 696 
 697 
 698 
 699 
 700 
 701 
 702 
 703 
 704 
 705 
 706 
 707 
 708 
 709 
 710 
 711 
 712 
 713 
 714 
 715 
 716 
 717 
 718 
 719 
 720 
1 Probabilities refer to the cumulative distribution functions of Fig.s 4 and 5. 721 
2 Corresponding to a sharp drop of data in the histograms of Fig. 4, close to the principal fault. 722 
3 Calculated for comparison with “simple thrust” database, but not corresponding to particular drops of data in the histo-723 
grams of Fig. 5. 724 
  725 

(a) Probability1 WRZ HW WRZ FW Total WRZ FW:HW 

 90% 575 m 265 m 840 m 1:2.2 

75% 260 m 120 m 380 m 1:2.2 

50% 80 m 45 m 125 m 1:1.8 

35%2 40 m 20 m 60 m 1:2 

(b) Probability1 WRZ HW WRZ FW Total WRZ FW:HW 

 90% 1100 m 720 m 1820 m 1:1.5 

75% 640 m 330 m 970 m 1:1.9 

50% 260 m 125 m 385 m 1:2.1 

35%3 130 m 65 m 195 m 1:2 

Commento [UW2]: New table 
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Table 3 Comparison between fault zone size from Italian guidelines and the Width of the Rupture Zone (WRZ) from 726 
the present study (proposal for integrating fault zoning for thrust faults). PF = principal fault rupture; DR = distrib-727 
uted ruptures; SFRH = surface fault rupture hazard. 728 

ZONE1 Seismic Micro-
zonation2 

Italian 
guidelines 

Proposed widths of zones 
from total WRZ 

(from “simple thrust” DR3) 

Total WRZ from 
all DR 

(including B-M, F-
S and Sy) 

FW:HW5 

 
Warning Zone 
(Zona di atten-

zione, ZA) 

Basic 
(Level 1) 

400 m 
 

(FW:HW 
= 1:2) 

 
> 380 m 

(minimum; 75% prob.) 
 

to 840 m 
(recommended; 90% prob., all 
the reasonably inferred hazard 

from PF and DR) 

 
1800 m 

(90% prob., appli-
cable in poorly-

known areas for as-
sessing the extent 

of potential SFRH) 

1:2 

Avoidance Zo-
ne 

(Zona di rispet-
to, ZR) 

 
High-level 
(Level 3) 

30 m 
 

(FW:HW 
= 1:2) 

60 m 
(35% prob.4, very high hazard) 

 

1:2 

Susceptible Zo-
ne 

(Zona di suscet-
tibilità, ZS) 

 
High-level 
(Level 3) 

160 m 
 

(FW:HW 
= 1:2) 

 
Variable 

(depending on the detail of 
Level 3 MS and structural 

complexity) 
 

380 m 
(in the absence of particular 
constraints; 75% prob., pre-

cautionary) 

1:2 

 729 
1 The original names of zones in the Italian guidelines (in Italian) are in italics. 730 
2 Different levels of Seismic Microzonation refer to SM Working Group (2015). 731 
3 B-M, F-S and Sy fault ruptures are not included. 732 
4 Corresponding to a sharp drop of data in the histograms of Fig. 4. 733 
5 The computed values (Table 2) have been simplified to 1:2. 734 
 735 
  736 
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 737 
Figure 1 Sketch synthesizing the methodology used for measuring the “r” and WRZ data. Distance between the 738 
principal fault rupture and distributed rupture is measured along the line perpendicular to the auxiliary line indi-739 
cating the average direction of the principal fault, always between the faults. Points with displacement values are 740 
prioritised at the expense of the 200 m metrics (the closest measurement point) when reasonable, in order to 741 
avoid over measuring. 742 
  743 

Commento [UW3]: Update figure 
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 744 

 745 
Figure 2 Scarp type classification (modified after Philip et al., 1992 and Yu et al., 2010). The scarp types h) and 746 
i) are associated with large-scale folds (hundreds of meters to kilometres in wavelength) and are from Philip and 747 
Meghraoui (1983). 748 
  749 
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 750 
Figure 3 a) Frequency distribution histogram of the distributed ruptures distance (r) from the principal fault rup-751 
ture (PF) for the earthquakes reported in Table 1. The positive and negative values refer to the data on the hang-752 
ing wall and the footwall, respectively; b) Frequency distribution curves of each scarp type excluding those asso-753 
ciated with B-M, F-S and Sy fault ruptures (types h and i of Fig. 2 and sympathetic slip triggered on distant 754 
faults); c) Frequency distribution curves of the B-M, F-S and Sy fault ruptures distinguished by earthquakes (the 755 
Sylmar segment extensional zone of the San Fernando 1971 earthquake rupture is included into the B-M fault 756 
ruptures). 757 
  758 

Commento [UW4]: Updated figure 
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 759 
Figure 4 Cumulative distribution function and probability density function of the rupture distance (r) from the PF 760 
for the hanging wall (a and b, respectively) and the footwall (b and c, respectively) of the PF. Only the scarp 761 
types without associated B-M, F-S or sympathetic fault ruptures (“simple thrust” distributed ruptures) were ana-762 
lysed. The 35% probability (HW35) is indicated because it corresponds to sharp drop of the data in the histo-763 
grams.  764 Commento [UW5]: Updated figure 
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 765 
Figure 5 Cumulative distribution function and probability density function of the rupture distance (r) from the PF 766 
for the hanging wall (a and b, respectively) and the footwall (c and d, respectively) of the PF. All types of distrib-767 
uted ruptures were considered. The 35% probability (HW35) is indicated for comparison with “simple thrust” da-768 
tabase (Fig. 4), but it does not correspond to particular drops of the data in the histograms. 769 
  770 

Commento [UW6]: New figure 
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 771 
Figure 6 a) Diagram plotting the total WRZ (WRZtot = WRZ hanging wall + WRZ footwall) against (a) the 772 
earthquake magnitude (Mw) and (b) the vertical displacement (VD) on the principal fault. 773 
 774 

Commento [UW7]: Modified figure 
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